
Zoning Board of Adjustment 
Monday, November 6, 2017,6:30 p.m. 

City Hall Council Chambers 
3 Washington Street, 2nd Floor 

AGENDA 

I. Introduction of Board Members 

II. Minutes of the Previous Meeting, October 2, 2017 

III. Unfinished Business 

Hearings: 

Continued: Petitioner, Leah LaRock requests an extension to decision of approval with 
conditions dated July 6, 2015 for property located at 0 Daniels Hill Rd., which is in the Rural 
Zone. This approval was to permit the building of a single family dwelling on a lot with 1. 76 
acres where a five acre minimum lot size is required per Table 102-791, Basic Zone 
Dimensional Requirements of the Zoning Code. 

Continued ZBA 17-16/ Petitioners, Suzanne and David Boisvert of35 Keene Rd., 
Winchester, requests a Variance for property located at 361 Court St., Tax Map Parcel #008-
02-001, owned by Prospect Hill Home of361 Court St. the Petitioners requests an 
Enlargement of a Nonconforming Use to allow double occupancy in rooms that meet state 
licensing requirements HeP807 Chapter, from 17 to 26 beds. 

ZBA 17-18/ Petitioners, Henry and Carol Spindler of64 Peg Shop Rd., represented by 
Wendy Pelletier, Cardinal Surveying and Land Planning of 463 Washington St., requests a 
Variance for property located at 64 Peg Shop Rd., which is in the Rural District and is owned 
by the Petitioners. The Petitioners request a Variance from the 50 foot front setback to 45 feet 
per Section 1 02-791 of the Zoning Ordinance. 

IV. New Business 

VI. Communications and Miscellaneous 

VII. Non Public Session: (if required) 

VIII. Adjournment 
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DRAFT 

City of Keene 

New Hampshire 

ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 

MEETING MINUTES 

Monday, October 2, 2017 6:30 PM Council Chambers 

Members Present: 

Jeffrey Stevens, Vice Chair 
John Rab, Alternate 

Louise Zerba, Alternate 

Josh Gorman 

Members Not Present: 

Stephanie Gaiser, Alternate 

Nathaniel Stout, Chair 

Thomas Plenda 

Staff Present: 

Gary Schneider, Plans Examiner 

John Rogers, Zoning Administrator 

I. Introduction of Board Members 

Chair Stout was not in attendance of the meeting and Vice Chair Stevens assumed the 

role as Chair Pro-Tem. He called the meeting to order at 6:34 PM, introduced members 

of the Board and welcomed everyone to the meeting. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens stated that the Board would move forward with approving the 

minutes of the previous meeting and other items on the agenda before hearing the 

applications. In delaying the meeting, Chair Pro-Tem Stevens stated that he had hoped a 

fifth member of the Board, Mr. Plenda would be present for the hearing. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens stated that there were two hearings on the agenda that were 

related to each other and would be heard at the same time. He noted the applications were 

ZBA 17-15 and ZBA 17-17. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens said that Mr. Rab would be recusing himself from the hearing of 

ZBA 17-16. He explained to the applicant that in order to have the application approved, 

there would need to be a total of three approved votes, regardless of the Board being a 

four member Board or a five member Board. Chair Pro-Tem Stevens noted that the 

decision to move forward with a four member Board was a decision made by the 

applicant. 
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After a brief delay, the ZBA reconvened with a four member Board. The fifth member of 

the Board was not present. 

II. Minutes of the Previous Meeting

Ms. Zerba made a motion to accept the minutes from September 5, 2017. The motion was 

seconded by Mr. Gorman, which carried unanimously. 

IV. Hearings

Continued ZBA 14-12: Petitioner, Leah LaRock requests an extension to decision of 

approval with conditions dated July 6, 2015 for property located at 0 Daniels Hill 

Rd., which is in the Rural Zone. This approval was to permit the building of a single 

family dwelling on a lot with 1.76 acres where a five acre minimum lot size is 

required per Table 102-791, Basic Zone Dimensional Requirements of the Zoning 

Code. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens recognized Ms. LaRock and explained to her that there were 

currently four Board members present. He asked Ms. LaRock if she wanted to wait until 

after the delay in chance of a five member Board. Ms. LaRock replied in the affirmative. 

After the delay, Chair Pro-Tem Stevens asked Ms. LaRock if she wanted to move 

forward with the hearing with a four member Board or have the opportunity to request 

the hearing be postponed until the next ZBA meeting. Ms. LaRock requested that the 

hearing be postponed until the next ZBA meeting in order to have a five member Board. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens stated that the next ZBA meeting would be held on  

November 6, 2017. 

Ms. Zerba made a motion to continue ZBA 14-12 to the next scheduled ZBA meeting. 

The motion was seconded by Mr. Gorman, which carried unanimously. 

Mr. Rogers clarified that the ZBA would try their best to have a five member Board for 

the next ZBA meeting. 

Continued ZBA 17-15/ Petitioners, Michael Lynch and Jeanette Wright of 150 

Meetinghouse Rd., Hinsdale, requests a Variance for property located at Grove and 

Water St., Tax Map Parcel #028-03-011. Represented by Wendy Pelletier of 

Cardinal Surveying and Land Planning; the Petitioners requests a Variance to 

permit the current open lot to be converted to a commercial parking lot per Section 

102-422 of the Zoning Ordinance. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens extended the offer to the applicant to wait for a five member 

Board. He recognized Ms. Pelletier, the applicant, and she replied that she would wait 

until after the delay for a five member Board.  

After the delay, Chair Pro-Tem Stevens asked the applicant if they wished to move 

forward with a four member Board or postpone the hearing until the next schedule ZBA 

meeting. Ms. Pelletier replied that they would move forward with a four member Board. 
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Mr. Schneider explained that this piece of property has been before the ZBA on one or 

more occasions and are before the Board again because of a few glitches in their last 

notice. Mr. Rogers stated that the applicant was requesting a use Variance in their 

original application. He explained that the original application included a plan proposing 

a commercial parking lot and there were issues raised from lot coverage and paving 

setbacks. Mr. Rogers stated that the applicant has now applied for three Variances that 

included one for the use, the setback and lot coverage. 

Ms. Zerba asked Mr. Rogers to clarify why the Board was hearing ZBA 17-15 again. 

Mr. Rogers explained that there was a discrepancy with the notification process. He 

explained that the Board would need to start from square one with the application. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens recognized Wendy Pelletier, of Cardinal Surveying and Land 

Planning, Keene, NH. Ms. Pelletier explained that the property was over a 4,000 square 

feet lot, located on the corner of Water Street and Grove Street. She noted that this 

property has always been a parking lot. She explained that the factory the parking lot was 

associated with was sold off and now needs a Variance because it is no longer associated 

with that building plan. Ms. Pelletier said that the owners are requesting to continue to 

use the property as a parking lot that would have 11 parking spaces. She stated the 

parking spaces would be rented out to the neighboring apartment buildings. Ms. Pelletier 

referred to the plan provided in the application, indicating that there would be planters 

placed on the Water Street and Grove Street side. She explained that there are currently 

two entrances to the property and the plan is to block off the Water Street side entrance, 

with pedestrian access to the sidewalk. 

Ms. Pelletier stated that there would be a total of 11 parking spaces, a place for snow 

storage on the southerly edge and a post and chain barrier to divide the property. She 

referenced the post and chain barrier that Athens Pizza uses to border their property on 

Emerald Street. Ms. Pelletier explained that the lot is undersized and there is a need for a 

use Variance so that the owners can continue to use the property as a parking area. She 

stated in regards to the setbacks it was brought to their attention that the property is no 

longer in the High Density Zone and now is located in the proposed Residential 

Preservation District. She explained that the regulations in the proposed Residential 

Preservation District would make this a tight lot that is almost unusable. Ms. Pelletier 

said that with the proposed Residential Preservation District, the lot would need to meet 

from 55% of the lot occupied by a structure down to 35%, 75% for paving down to 45% 

and would need 55% for green open space. She noted that this almost makes the lot 

totally unusable at its size and configuration. 

Ms. Pelletier said that if they were to adhere to those standards the lot would be of use to 

only 5 parking spaces. Ms. Zerba asked the size of the parking spaces. Ms. Pelletier 

replied that the spaces were 8 x 18. She noted that the spaces can be smaller because it is 

not an associated use with a retail space. Mr. Rogers explained that within the zoning 

code, the code reads that if it is not a use associated with retail, the 8 x 18 space would be 

the standard parking space size. He noted that if the space was tied to retail, the size 

would have to be a 9 x 18 space. 
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Ms. Zerba asked Mr. Rogers or Mr. Schneider for further details on the Residential 

Preservation District in reference to this property. Mr. Rogers stated that the main thing 

that affected the lot and the proposal is that the lot coverage does change. He noted that 

the Residential Preservation District was in the process of getting Council approval for a 

zoning change. Ms. Zerba asked if the landscaping standards would be more intense in 

this zone. Mr. Rogers replied that it was not necessarily the landscaping but the coverage 

itself would need to be more of a permeable surface. 

Mr. Gorman asked Mr. Rogers to clarify if the property is currently located in the High 

Density Zone and if the property would be located in the proposed Residential District. In 

addition, he asked Mr. Rogers to clarify if the Variance was a request for the High 

Density Zone. Mr. Rogers replied that at this point the Variance request is for the High 

Density Zone. He explained that the Planning Board would have to address the change of 

use and then they would have to apply the new zoning code to the property. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens welcomed public comment. 

Chair Pro-Tem Pro Stevens read a letter from Medard and Dawn Kopcyznski, dated 

September 27, 2017 that was in opposition of the application. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens stated that the letter referenced that there was no storm water 

runoff. He asked Ms. Pelletier if that was something that was addressed. Ms. Pelletier 

replied that they have not addressed a storm water runoff. She explained that there was no 

plan to change the property from what is there currently. Mr. Gorman asked how long the 

property has been a fully paved lot. Ms. Pelletier replied approximately 30 years. 

Mr. Gorman said that is was mentioned that the property was connected to another 

property. He asked what business owned the parking lot. Ms. Jeannette Wright, of 150 

Meetinghouse Road, Keene, NH, replied that it was MS Perkins, a machine company. In 

addition, Mr. Schneider said that the connected property used to be shoe and boot factory 

called Robert Harts. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens asked if there was any consideration for additional greenery. Ms. 

Pelletier stated that the owners were trying to keep expenses down. She noted that she 

understood that money was not supposed to be considered a hardship. Ms. Pelletier 

explained that the owners have been using the parking lot for a long time and all of a 

sudden the City came in and said that the owners cannot do this anymore. She said that 

the owners were trying to meet as many standards as possible and that by striping the 

parking lot and adding planter boxes was the most cost effective measure. She noted that 

the planter boxes would act as curbing as well as reduce impermeable space. In addition, 

Ms. Pelletier noted that by adding green space would mean that they would lose parking. 

Ms. Zerba stated that she was not opposed to the parking lot but explained that by 

looking at the parking and the proposal she does not see it being very attractive. She 

expressed her concern with the lack of setbacks and the planter boxes. Ms. Zerba stated 

that she has seen planter boxes throughout the City and noticed that these tend to not be 

well maintained. She reiterated her concern with the appearance of the lot. 
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In addition, Ms. Zerba expressed her concern about the chain link barrier. Ms. Pelletier 

stated that it was not a chain link fence and that it was a chain in between posts. She said 

that Athens Pizza has these chain link barriers along their property that acts as a barrier to 

the sidewalk. Ms. Zerba asked if the applicant could add some sort of greenery along the 

property line. Ms. Pelletier explained that if any green space was added the owners would 

not have the 24 foot aisle space that is needed for the parking spaces. Ms. Zerba asked if 

the owners could remove one parking space and then reconfigure the lot to have green 

space. Ms. Pelletier replied that it was almost impossible due to the location of the 

entrances and just the reconfiguration of the lot would need 18 foot long spaces long and 

22 feet in between the spaces. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens stated that he understood the concern with the appearance due to 

the location of the property being located at a busy intersection. Ms. Pelletier explained 

that any improvements the owners are requesting to do would improve the appearance of 

the property. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens asked if there were landscaping conditions applied with the 

property when it was previously approved. Mr. Schneider replied that the only condition 

was that the owners had to go before the Planning Board and get their approval for 

landscaping. Chair Pro-Tem Stevens stated that at this point it would not meet that 

approval. Mr. Schneider explained that is due to the fact that there is a set back problem 

and a coverage problem. He further explained that the Planning Board cannot waive those 

requirements, which is why the applicant had to come back before the ZBA. He noted 

that this would be a commercial lot and that the applicant would have to go back before 

the Planning Department. 

Ms. Zerba asked if the waivers for the setbacks were approved, how that would figure 

with what the Planning Board would be deciding. Mr. Rogers replied that what the ZBA 

saw before them was for a plan that does not give the Planning Board a lot to work with. 

He said the fact that if 100% coverage and no setbacks are granted as a Variance, the 

Planning Board would refer to the section of code that speaks to this for landscaping 

within parking lots. Mr. Rogers noted that this section of the code has different criteria 

that the developer can choose from and the final sentence in the criteria does list approval 

from the Planning Board. Mr. Rogers stated that the Planning Board would have to go 

based on what was approved for setbacks and lot coverage. 

Mr. Gorman referred to the map that referenced the hash marked areas that the Board 

questioned as potential green space. He asked if that was a place where the owners were 

intent on putting snow. Ms. Pelletier replied that they did show snow storage on the 

southerly boundary and that if needed, they would use a non-parking space for snow 

storage. Mr. Gorman explained that he was asking about snow storage because there was 

no sense in putting a lot of green space, if the area would get dug up and destroyed, 

turning the area into mud or dead grass. He noted that the property may even end up 

looking worse. 

Ms. Zerba asked if the applicant would consider a berm similar to what PC Connection 

installed on Marlboro Street. She noted that PC Connection added greenery to make it 
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look more attractive. She said that she was willing to support the use as a commercial 

property lot but could not support the setbacks as requested. Ms. Pelletier asked the 

Board if she could take a few minutes to converse with the owners of the property. The 

Board agreed. 

Ms. Pelletier reported that after speaking with the owners, they were willing to work with 

the recommendations of the Board if they can get the Variances approved. Mr. Rab asked 

where a berm could be placed. Ms. Zerba said that what she would like to see is the 

flexibility that if it went before the Planning Board in granting the waiver for no setbacks, 

it would give the Planning Board the ability to try to create something that would be 

acceptable so that the lot would look nicer compared to what it looks like at the present 

time. She noted that the Planning Board would have no ability to offer suggestions with 

zero setbacks. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens asked Ms. Zerba what she would like to see happen instead of 

zero setbacks. Ms. Zerba replied that she would like someone with more expertise make 

that decision. Mr. Rogers referred to Section 102-1229 of the Zoning Code that was 

specific to parking lots that abut right-of-ways. He explained that within the criteria there 

are five different criteria that need to be met for landscaping with any commercial lots in 

any zone. Mr. Rogers said that this Board could determine a certain amount of green 

space for the lot. He noted that this would give the Planning Board some leeway to create 

some landscaping within those zones. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens asked how the ZBA would word that condition. Mr. Schneider 

said that the Board would refer to the plan that was submitted and make alterations or 

condition specific numbers. Ms. Zerba stated that she did not feel comfortable putting out 

numbers and wanted to know if the applicant could work with the Planning Department 

and try to come up with something that was acceptable. Mr. Rogers said that the Planning 

Board needs some sort of number or area that this Board puts forth for a Variance for the 

setback and lot coverage. Mr. Rab asked if the Board could grant the waiver and 

condition that the Planning Board review the areas where there is parking striping and 

also where the planting boxes would be located for approved landscaping. Mr. Rogers 

said that the Zoning Board would want to be clear on what is landscaping and open 

space. Mr. Rab asked if this Board could leave that decision up to the Planning Board. He 

noted that the Planning Board has better expertise than the ZBA. Mr. Rogers said that 

when it comes to landscaping, the Zoning Board was looking at a setback Variance, a use 

Variance and a lot coverage Variance. He said that if the Variances were approved, the 

Zoning Board could put a condition to the Planning Board. 

Mr. Rogers said that his recommendation to the ZBA, if they want to see some sort of 

greenspace on the property that the approval be based on those conditions. Ms. Zerba 

asked if the ZBA could approve one Variance and work on the waiver request for the 

setbacks. Ms. Pelletier stated that they have been working on this project since June and 

with change in zone, the owners wanted to get this ready to go before winter. Mr. 

Gorman said that he thought it was the Board’s duty to make a decision and if the green 

space is a requirement the Board should condition this in the approval. 
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Chair Pro-Tem Stevens stated that he was in support of the application and that the 

property has been parking lot for a long time. He noted that this was an area that needs 

parking. Pro-Tem Chair Stevens did agree that greenery would be nice but that he was 

not qualified to say how much. Mr. Rab asked if there was any flexibility with the snow 

storage yard for a rain garden for runoff. Mr. Pelletier said that this could be an option 

but with the salted snow any greenery placed in that area would not survive. However, 

she did state that was something they could work on. 

Ms. Zerba asked the applicant if they were talking about a 3 foot wide planter that would 

be in the setback. Ms. Pelletier replied in the affirmative, stating that it would go right to 

the edge of the property line. Mr. Rab said that he has seen areas near parking lots that 

had a side rain garden with a deep impression that had a runoff that drains into ground, 

with high ornamental grasses. He noted that this looked nice and that it looked better than 

asphalt.  n addition, he said that he did not know if that was the call of the ZBA. 

Ms. Pelletier said that with all of the department reviews, one of the things that came up 

was that the Keene police were concerned that the pots and fence would be vandalized.  

She said that the owners have had several cars towed and that the parking lot was empty. 

In addition, she said that the parking lot was being used for U-turns to cut across to the 

intersection. She said even though the improvements they are making may not be perfect, 

the improvements do increase the safety given the busy corner. Ms. Pelletier said that the 

plans submitted to the ZBA would improve the situation from what it is today. 

With no further comment, Chair Pro-Tem Stevens closed the public meeting. 

The Board reviewed the criteria for ZBA 17-15. 

Mr. Gorman said that the parking lot has been there forever and that it would be tough to 

take it away. All members of the Board agreed. Mr. Rab said that the hardship is that the 

lot cannot be feasibly used for anything else. 

Granting the Variance would not be contrary to the public interest: 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens said that it would be unfair to take the Variance away. 

If the Variance were granted, the spirit of the Ordinance would be observed: 

Pro-Tem Chair Stevens stated that the Board had already discussed in depth how the 

spirit of the Ordinance would be observed. 

Granting the Variance would do substantial justice: 

All members of the Board agreed that the Variance would do substantial justice. 

If the Variance were granted, the values of the surrounding properties would not be 

diminished: 

Mr. Gorman stated that the values of the surrounding properties would stay the same. All 

members of the Board agreed. 
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Unnecessary Hardship 

E. Owing to special conditions of the property that distinguish it from other properties in 

the area, denial of the Variance would result in unnecessary hardship because: 

ix. No fair and substantial relationship exists between the general public purpose.

of the ordinance provision and the specific application of that provision to the 

property:  

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens stated that was it was clear that no fair and substantial 

relationship existed between the public purpose and application. 

x. The proposed use is a reasonable one

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens stated the lot has been used as a parking lot for quite some time. 

Mr. Rab made motion to approve ZBA 17-15. The motion was seconded by Ms. Zerba, 

which carried unanimously. 

Chair Stout reviewed the Findings of Fact: 

Granting the Variance would not be contrary to public interest: Granted, 4-0 

If the Variance were granted, the spirit of the Ordinance would be observed: Granted 4-0 

Granting the Variance would do substantial justice: Granted, 4-0 

If the Variance were granted, the values of the surrounding properties would not be 

diminished: Granted, 4-0 

Unnecessary Hardship 

E. Owing to special conditions of the property that distinguish it from other properties in 

the area, denial of the Variance would result in unnecessary hardship because: 

ix. No fair and substantial relationship exists between the general public purposes.

of the ordinance provision and the specific application of that provision to the 

property: Granted, 4-0 

x. The proposed use is a reasonable one: Granted, 4-0

With a vote of 4-0, the Zoning Board of Adjustment approved ZBA 17-15. 

ZBA 17-17/ Petitioners, Michael Lynch and Jeanette Wright of 150 Meetinghouse 

Rd., Hinsdale, requests a Variance for property located at Grove and Water St., Tax 

Map Parcel #028-03-011. Represented by Wendy Pelletier of Cardinal Surveying 

and Land Planning; the Petitioners requests a Variance to permit parking lot 

setbacks and lot coverage per Sections 102-1226 and 102-791. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens opened the public meeting. 

With no further comment, Chair Pro-Tem Stevens closed the public hearing. 
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Chair Pro-Tem Stevens said that in his personal opinion, he was satisfied with the 

proposed plan. Mr. Gorman stated that he thought the proposed changes to the property 

are quite beneficial to situation. He explained that by blocking off one of the entrances 

would prohibit short cuts and benefit the neighborhood. In addition, he said that the other 

benefit was that the parking lot would be used properly, adequately and possibly not be a 

source of vandalism. He also recommended the applicant look into the suggestion made 

by Mr. Rab for a rain garden for runoff. 

Ms. Zerba asked if there would be a recommendation to have the planters reviewed by 

the Planning Board. Mr. Rogers that condition could be placed on the approval. He noted 

that this condition would already have to be met based on the Zoning Code  

102-1229. Ms. Zerba reiterated that she could not support something with zero setbacks 

and understood the intent of the planter boxes. Mr. Rab said that the lot cannot be used as 

anything but a parking lot. He noted that this was a hardship and the small amount of 

parking space available was also a hardship. Mr. Rab stated that he was in support of the 

application. 

The Board reviewed the criteria for ZBA 17-17. 

Granting the Variance would not be contrary to the public interest: 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens stated that the lot was used as a parking lot for as long as anyone 

can remember and that the only thing changing is that it would be official. Mr. Rab said 

that the lot would now decrease the access point which is beneficial. 

If the Variance were granted, the spirit of the Ordinance would be observed: 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens said that spirit of the Ordinance has been met. Mr. Rab said that it 

was a continuance of use. 

Granting the Variance would do substantial justice: 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens stated that the lot has been parking lot for a long time and that it 

would do more injustice to deny. Mr. Rab stated that he agreed. 

If the Variance were granted, the values of the surrounding properties would not be 

diminished: 

Mr. Gorman, Mr. Rab and Chair Pro-Tem Stevens stated that the value of the 

surrounding of the properties would stay the same. 

Unnecessary Hardship 

E. Owing to special conditions of the property that distinguish it from other properties in 

the area, denial of the Variance would result in unnecessary hardship because: 

ix. No fair and substantial relationship exists between the general public purpose.

of the ordinance provision and the specific application of that provision to the 

property:  

Mr. Rab stated that if the Variance was denied it would be a greater hardship.  
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Mr. Gorman stated that it was an equitable solution given the situation. 

x. The proposed use is a reasonable one:

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens said that he agreed that the use was a reasonable one. 

Chair Stout reviewed the Findings of Fact: 

Granting the Variance would not be contrary to the public interest: Granted, 4-0 

If the Variance were granted, the spirit of the Ordinance would be observed:  3-1, Ms. 

Zerba opposed 

Granting the Variance would do substantial justice: Granted, 4-0 

If the Variance were granted, the values of the surrounding properties would not be 

diminished: Granted, 4-0 

Unnecessary Hardship 

E. Owing to special conditions of the property that distinguish it from other properties in 

the area, denial of the Variance would result in unnecessary hardship because:  

ix. No fair and substantial relationship exists between the general public purpose

of the ordinance provision and the specific application of that provision to the 

property: Granted, 3-1, Ms. Zerba opposed 

x. The proposed use is a reasonable one: Granted, 4-0

With a vote of 3-1, The Zoning Board of Adjustment approved ZBA 17-17. Ms. Zerba 

opposed. 

ZBA 17-16/ Petitioners, Suzanne and David Boisvert of 35 Keene Rd., Winchester, 

requests a Variance for property located at 361 Court St., Tax Map Parcel #008-02-

001, owned by Prospect Hill Home of 361 Court St. the Petitioners requests an 

Enlargement of a Nonconforming Use to allow double occupancy in rooms that meet 

state licensing requirements HeP807 Chapter, from 17 to 26 beds. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens explained to the applicant that Mr. Rab would recuse himself 

from the hearing and there would be a three member Board. He stated that all three 

members would need to vote in favor in order for the application to be approved. Ms. 

Boisvert requested the hearing be postponed to next scheduled Board meeting. 

Mr. Rab made a motion to continue ZBA 17-16 to the next scheduled Board meeting. 

The motion was seconded by Mr. Gorman, which carried unanimously. The vote was 

approved by Chair Pro Tem Stevens, Mr. Gorman and Ms. Zerba. Mr. Rab abstained 

from voting due to his recusal. 

Chair Pro-Tem Stevens welcomed public comment. 
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Loretta Symonds, 79 Woodburn Street, Keene, NH stated that she did not receive a 10 

day notice but instead received a 9 day notice. She said that she thought the rule stated a 

10 day notice. Ms. Symonds explained that the notice was listed under Patricia Lord, who 

is deceased. She stated that the property has since gone to her and that it has not been 

recorded at the Registry of Deeds. Ms. Symonds noted that all of the residents on 

Woodburn Street received a 9 day notice. Mr. Schneider stated that he would make a note 

of this and would speak with the City Attorney. Ms. Symonds asked if someone from the 

City would get back to her. Mr. Schneider asked Ms. Symonds for her contact 

information to reach out to her once he spoke with the City Attorney. Ms. Symonds 

provided Mr. Schneider with her contact information. 

With no further comment, Chair Stout closed public hearing 

V. New Business: 

None 

VI. Communications and Miscellaneous

None 

VII. Adjournment

Hearing no further business, Chair Pro-Tem Stevens adjourned the meeting at 7:44 PM. 

Respectfully submitted by, 

Jennifer Clark, Minute Taker 
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361 Court St. 
ZBA 17-16 

Petitioner is requesting an Enlargement of 
a Non-Conforming Use to allow double 

occupancy in rooms that meet state 
licensing requirements HeP807 Chapter, 

from 17 to 26 beds. 
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NOTICE OF HEARING 

ZBA 17-16 

CORRECTED 

A meeting of the Zoning Board of Adjustment will be held on Monday, November 6, 
2017 at 6:30PM in the City Hall Committee Room, 2"d floor, 3 Washington St, Keene, 
New Hampshire to consider the petition of Suzanne and David Boisvert of 35 Keene Rd., 
Winchester, requests an Enlargement of a Nonconforming Use for property located at 
361 Court St. , Tax Map Parcel #008-02-001, which is in the Medium Density District and 
owned by Prospect Hill Home of 361 Court St. The Petitioners requests an Enlargement 
of a Nonconforming Use to allow double occupancy in rooms that meet state licensing 
requirements HeP807 Chapter, from 17 to 26 beds. 

ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 

Clrtm tJJ )J_p_~ 
Corinne Marcou, 7Clerk 
Notice Issuance Date: October 26, 2017 

City of Keene • 3 Washington Street • Keene. NH • 03431 • www.ci.keene.nh.us 

Working Toward a Sustainable Communrry 
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APPLICATION FOR APPEAL 

Zoning Board of Adjustment 
3 Washington Street, Fourth Floor 
Keene, New Hampshire 03431 
Phone: (603) 352-5440 

The undersigned hereby applies to the City of Keene Zoning Board of Adjustment for an Appeal in 
accordance with provisions ofthe New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated 674:33. 

TYPE OF APPEAL 

8 APPEAL OF AN ADMIN1STRATNE DECISION 
APPLICATION FOR CHANGE OF A NONCONFORMING USE 

(!) APPLICATION FOR ENLARGEMENT OF A NONCONFORMING USE 
Q APPLICATION FOR A SPECIAL EXCEPTION 
0 APPLICATION FOR A VARIANCE 
0 APPU CA TION FOR AN EQUITABLE WAIVER OF DIMENSIONAL REQUlREMENTS 

II SECTION I~ GENERAL INFORMATION 

Name(s) of Applicant(s) Suzanne and David Boisvert 

Address 35 Keene Rd Winchester, NH 034 70 

Phone: 603-762-0611 

Name(s) ofOmfisf-.,..r_o_sp_e_c_t_H_il_l H_o_m_e __________________ _ 

Address 361 PfO.s!!)eet St Keene NH 

Location of Property 361 Pf6!!!)6tl St Keene NH 
(J!)u. r<\ 

II SECTION n ~LOT CHARACTERISTics 

Tax Map Parcel Number 8-2-1 Zoning District Medium Density 

Lot Dimensions: Front I 50 ' Rear I S 0 r Side 22..- S 1 
Side '2.. 2... S 1 

II 

II 

Lot Area: Acres .78 Square Feet -=.3=--..L--9_,_1-'-,.._-------.---
% of Lot Covered by Structures (buildings, garages, pools, decks, etc.): Existing IS fL. Proposed I 5 "1 L 
% of Impervious Coverage (structures plus driveways and/or parking areas, etc.): Existing~{2... Proposed 3 2.. ;J·z. 
Present Use Healh Care Facility 

Proposed Use Health Care Facility 

~SECTION ill-AFFIDAVIT 

I hereby certify that I am the owner in fee or the authorized agent of the owner in fee of the property upon 
which this appeal is sou and that a m tion provided by me is true undj r p! lty oflaw. 

Date ~ (J S t-!-7 
(Signature of Owner or Authorized Agent) 

Please Print Name s U2.a.Y\ \\ e &:>"1 S \( e...f + 

K:ZBA \Web_Fonns\Enlrg_Nonconforming.doc 8/22/201 7 
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361 Court St 
PROPERTY ADDRESS---=================:::::~ 

APPLICATION FOR ENLARGEMENT OF A NONCONFORMING USE 

A nonconforming use may be enlarged and/or expanded, provided such enlargement and/or expansion 
does not violate any of the bnsic zone dimensional requirements set forth in the Zoning Ordinance. Such 
enlargement and/or expansion must receive permission from the Zoning Board of Adjustment, which must 
find that the enJargement and/or expansion meets the conditions listed below. 

• An enlargement and/or expansion of a nonconforming usc is requested in order to: 

Allow Double Occupancy in rooms that meet State Licensing Requirements HeP 807 Chapter, from 

17 to 26 Beds. 

DESCRffiE BRIEFLY YOUR RESPONSE TO EACH CONDITION: 
l. Such approval would not reduce the value of any property within the district. nor otherwise be 

injurious, obnoxious or otTcnsive to the neighborhood. 

Since the proposed change is asking for double occupancy, which has to do with the internal use of the 

facility, we find that there is no adverse effect to the neighborhood that would be injurious, obnoxious, 

or offensive. This is a common practice for Health Care Facilities in Keene and the State of New 

Hampshire and our count ry. 

2. l11cre will be no nuisance or serious hazard to vehicles or pedestrians. 

Internal Double occupancy in rooms that meet minimum requirements will not be a hazard or nuisance 

to vehicles or pedestrians. 

3. Adequate and appropriate facilities (i.e .• water, sewer, streelo;, parking, etc.) will be provided for the 
proper operation of the proposed use. 

The Health Care Facility has all the needed facilities such as city water and sewer, security, Fire 

safety suppressant systems and means of egress, and will also be regulated by the State of New 

Hampshire rules and codes for Residential Treatment and Rehabilitation Facilities. Residents/patients do 

not generally have or will be allowed vehicles, so there will be no increase in parking needs. We will have 

a van for transportation purposes. 
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CHESHIRE, SS. 

STATE OF NEW HAMPSIDRE 

KEENE ZONING BOARD 
OF ADJUSTMENT 

IN THE MATTER OF: APPLICATION OF 
SUZANNE AND DAVID BOISVERT 

ZBA #17-16 

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO 1lJE APPLICATION OF 
SUZANNE AND DAVID BOISVERT .FOR EXPANSION OF A NONCONFORMING 

USE AT THE 361 COURT STREET ADDRESS 

I. BACKGROUND 

ProspeCt Place was incorporated in 1874 and was known, at the time, as the 

"Invalids Home." In 1874, the homes' founders were known.as the "Ladies of the 

Sewing Circle of the Unitarian Cllurch." Under the leadership of Margaret E. White 

(the then pastor's wife), its mission was to offer housing, comfort and aid to "lonely and 

forlorn women" of the community. In 1974, the name was changed to Prospect Hill 

Home; in 1993, the facility became known as Prospect Place, a year after opening its 

doors to men patients in 1992. 

Prospect Place and the Woodward Home merged their respective operations and 

their respective locations to the Woodward facility located at 194-202 Court Street, in 

Keene, in July of 2016, when Prospect Place abandoned its use at the 361 Court Street 

address. 

l 
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Suzanne and David Boisvert of 35 Keene Road, Winchester, New Hampshire, 

03470, submitted an application for enlargement of a nonconforming use, dated 

September 15, 2017. The Boisverts have not purchased 361 Court Street as of this date. 

In their application, the Boisverts asserted the present use of the property was a 

"healthcare facility~~ and its proposed use would be a ''healthcare facility."1 In their 

application for the enlargement of the nonconforming use, the Boisverts assert that 

expanding the occupancy of the facility from 17 to 26 beds, will allow, "double 

occupancy in rooms that meet state licensing requirements HEP 807 Chapter, from 17 -

26 beds." 

According to the Boisverts, (hereinafter "Applicants"), their Application focuses 

on the changes to the "internal use" of the facility, noting that since "the proposed 

change is asking for double occupancy, which has to do with the internal use of the 

facility, we find there is no adverse effect to the neighborhood that would be injurious, 

obnoxious or offensive. This is ·a common practice for healthcare facilities in Keene, in 

the State of New Hampshire and our country." 

The Applicants have the same internal focus with respect to the other criteria 

under §102-210 of the Keene Zoning Ordinance, (hereinafter 11K.Z.O."). The Applicants 

1 See Code §.l.Q2;1 which defines a "health care facility "as an "institution such as a nursing home, 
convalescent home, sanitarium, or house for the aged, in w hich skk patients or injured person are given 
chronic medical, recover or b"Urgical care, or an institution for the chronic care of contagious diseases or 
incurable patients; or an institution which provides home and/or care for the aged." 
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completely ignore the external impact of their expanded internal occupancy requests. 

They also ignore the current composition of a very densely populated and congested 

neighborhood. 

The use of 361 Court Street, in one form or another, as an assisted living home, 

(or nursing home) pre4:1ates the institution of zoning in Keene. 

Any change that is an enlargement of a nonconforming use, must occur only 

with the approval of the Zoning Board of Adjusbnent. The first area of inquiry, 

however, is whether the current owner abandoned the nonconforming use. 

II. Abandonment 

K.Z. 0 . §102-202. - Abandonment, provides that: 

A nonconforming use shall be deemed abandoned if the use is discontinued for a 

period of one year. The building, structure or property in which such use existed 

thereafter shall be used only in conformity to and with this chapter. A nonconforming 

use shall be considered abandoned when: 

(1) The intent of the owner to discontinue the use is apparent; 

(2) The characteristic equipment and the furnishings of the nonconforming 

use have been removed from the premises and have not been replaced by 

similar equipment within one year; 

(3) A nonconforming use is replaced by a conforming use; or 
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(4) A nonconforming use has been changed to another use under proper 

permit from the zoning board of adjustment. (Code 1970, §2339.2) 

(Emphasis supplied). 

There can be no debate that Prospect Place abandoned its nonconforming use at 

361 Court Street when it discontinued its use of the assisted living facility at 361 Court 

Street and then consolidated its operations at the Woodward Home on Court Street in 

July of 2016. The intent of the owners could not be more clear. 

The four (4) conditions under §102-202 need not be all satisfied. The use of the 

conjunction "or" suggests that the occurrence of any one of the four criteria supports 

the conclusion of abandonment. So does our case law. 

A nonconforming use is a legal use existing at the time of the enactment of 

zoning. New London Land Assoc. v. New London ZBA, 130 NH 510 (1988). 

A nonconforming use is valid only if there is a continuance of the nonconforming 

use in an unbroken sequence from the time of the zoning enactment. Id. If the continuation of 

the nonconforming use is voluntarily ended by the owner, the right to continue the 

nonconforming use is lost. Arsonault v. Keene. 104 NH 356 (1962). 

Without an ordinance defining the circumstances of abandonment, the case law 

informs on when a nonconforming use may be considered abandoned. Upon the 

occurrence of 1} the owner demonstrating an intent to abandon or to relinquish the use, 

and 2) the commission of an act, or a failure to act, that carries the implication that the 
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owner neither claims nor retains any interest in the nonconforming use, the 

nonconforming use is then considered abandoned as a matter of law. Town of Salem v. 

Wickson, 146 NH 328 (2001). (landowner's nonconforming use of a pig farm was lost 

when he sold all of his pigs). 

Likewise, when Prospect Place merged with the Woodward Home and closed 

the facility at 361 Court Street in July 2016, it demonstrated its intent to relinquish its 

nonconforming use at 361 Court Street and this act of relinquishment carries with it the 

strong implication of intent to abandon the nonconforming use by the owner at 361 

Court Street. This conclusion is buttressed by Keene's specific ordinance on the subject, 

K.Z.O. §102-202, which also focuses on the intent of the owner to abandon the 

nonconforming use, as one of four criteria that must be satisfied. 

Since, under both New Hampshire common law and the city ordinance §102-202, 

it is dear that Prospect Place abandoned the nonconforming use at 361 Court Street, the 

Applicants are not entitled to expand an abandoned nonconforming use; they must seek 

a variance to proceed. See, §102-36, (conditions for authorization a variance). Therefore, 

the pending Application must be denied. 

III. Expansion Of A Nonconforming Use 

Turning to the pending merits of the Application, Article II, §102-210 provides 

the controlling authority for the Board's action on the Application; it provides: 

"A nonconforming use may be expanded and enlarged, provided 
such enlargement and expansion does not violate any of the basic 
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zone dimensional requirements set forth in this Chapter. Such 
expansion must receive permission from the Zoning Board of 
Adjushnent~ which must find that the expansion will meet the 
following conditions: 

1. Such approval would not reduce the value of any 
property within the district, nor otherwise be 
injurious, obnoxious or offensive to the 
neighborhood. 

2. There will be no nuisance or serious hazard to 
vehicles or pedestrians. 

3. Adequate and appropriate facilities will be provided 
for the proper operation of the proposed use." 

The abutters contend that approval of the pending application will reduce the 

v.alue of property within the district and approval of the expanded use would otherwise 

be injurious, obnoxious and offensive to the neighborhood, and such an expanded use 

will create a nuisance or serious hazard to vehicles and pedestrians in the area, and 

adequate and appropriate facilities, such as parking, are not available for proper, safe 

and uncongested operation of the proposed expanded use. There are 12 parking spaces 

available in the small parking area located on the easterly side of the 361 Court Street lot 

and these spaces are the only parking spaces available on site for this property. There is 

inadequate parking at 361 Court Street to support the proposed expanded use. The 

increased density generated by the proposed use will create a serious hazard to an 

already densely populated neighborhood. 
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According to the Application, 361 Court Street is located in the medium density 

zone. Neither the previous nonconforming use as a 17bed assisted living facility nor 

the proposed use as an expanded 26 bed substance abuse facility violate any of the basic 

zone dimensional requirements set forth in the Zoning Ordinance. 

A. Approval Will Reduce Property Values Within the Area by at Least 17% 

Approval of the pen~g Application will reduce property values within the 

immediate area by at least lf'Ok of current values. 

Professors, Oaire LaRoche, Bennie Waller and Scott Wentland2, conducted a 

study whereby the authors analyzed the empirical evidence of real estate sales in 

central Virginia which demonstrate a significant basis in fact to support the conclusion 

that residential substance abuse treatment facilities, especially if their focal point is 

treating opiate addiction, located in residential districts, lead to as much as a 17% 

reduction in overall neighboring property values. Attached is a copy of the academic 

study by LaRoche, Waller & Wentland, published in the Journal of Sustainable Real 

Estate, JOSRE, Vol. 6, No.2 (2014), pp. 63-92. 

According to .the study, residential treatment centers offer intense forms of 

treatment for substance abuse and are often embedded in residential neighborhoods. 

As a result of the Affordable Care Act (ACA)1 the number of such treatment centers are 

likely to grow. LaRoche, et al, examined the external effect of residential treatment 

z Professors of finance and real estate at Longwood University in Farmville, Virginia. 
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facilities on nearby real estate. Using multiple listing service data (MLS) and actual real 

estate sales from central Virginia, the authors demonstrated the impact of the placement 

of a residential substance abuse facility in a residential neighborhood on nearby homes 

prices are statistically measurable. They found that a neighboring treatment center in a 

residential neighborhood is associated with an 8% reduction in nearby horne prices and 

that value diminution is steeper for treatment centers that specifically treat for opiate 

addiction. Using the study' s empirical data, the impact on the Prospect Street 

neighborhood would be a property value diminution of 17% of the surrounding 

properties. 

Taking the property tax cards (and the tax assessment values contained therein 

as the base value) on the properties within a radius of 1/8 of a mile of 361 Court Street 

and applying LaRoche's conclusions, the estimated loss of value to the affected 

properties within the 1/8 mile radius is approximately $4,400,000.00 in lost value. See 

Exhibit 1, attached hereto. 

The study suggests there are reasons to expect that rehabilitation facilities located 

in residential neighborhoods will adversely affect neighboring real estate values. First, 

substance abuse is often a multifaceted health care issue and many patients in 

residential treatment have a dual diagnosis, namely, one of ·substance addiction and one 

of mental health or mental illness. Dual diagnosis patients account for approximately 

45% of patients in treatment facilities. LaRoche, p. 64; whereas 18-20% of the patients are 
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treated only for a substance abuse diagnosis. Second, often times patients are 

discharged, or simply leave, because their treatment concluded, or they depart 

prematurely. Third, some patients may be unemployed or have criminal backgrounds. 

LaRoche, et al, conclude that, as a practical matter, "nearby neighbors may have valid 

concerns that the presence of a treatment center will be accompanied by additional 

unemployed or even homeless addicts on the street near the area in which the treatment 

center is located." Id. p. 64. We understand this may be a perception, and may or may 

not even be an accurate one; nevertheless, such a perception, according to the study is 

''then reflected in the market prices of nearby real estate.'' Id. p. 64. These abutters 

should not pay that price for whatever social benefits this proposed use may create 

without a corresponding and equal burden on all others in the commWlity. 

The study by LaRoche, Waller and Wentland, concluded that "residential 

substance abuse treatment centers adversely impact the price of neighboring homes; 

property within 1/8 of a mile of the treatment center [will] sell for approximately 8% 

less than otherwise comparable homes that are located further away. Furthermore, we 

find that the market differentiates between potential ~ks that nearby treatment centers 

may carry, as living nearby a methadone clinic that treats opiate addiction, such as 

heroin or morphine, may be associated with a reduction in home values by as much as 

17%. We find little evidence that nearby treatment centers affect a home's time on the 

market. " Id. p. 63. 
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Therefore, the Applicants' Application must be denied because this expanded 

use will reduce property values within the area substantially. 

B. Approval of the Application Wou}d be Otherwise fujurious, 
Obnoxious and Offensive to this Neighborhood. 

An understanding of the Prospect Street neighborhood is critical to the Board's 

assessment of the Application to expand a nonconforming use in that neighborhood. 

i. Survey of the Area 

361 Court Street has situated on it a 6,809 square foot building on a .78 acre lot 

(33)973 square feet). Across Prospect Street from from 361 Court is a multifamily 

residence, located at 347 Court Street, known as the "Minerva Apartments/' which 

consists of a two story, ten living unit structure with only one area 70 feet long, located 

along the Prospect Street side of the building for parking. If each parking spot should 

be 8' wide, per K.Z.O. §102·794, there is room for 8.75 vehicles, which is grossly 

inadequate for the property it serves. This figure is reduce because at present, the 

owner placed a dumpster in the parking area, which eliminates at least two of the 8.75 

spaces. This property is clearly non-conforming. Continuing easterly along the 

southerly side of Prospect Street, are the following properties and their densities: 

a. 11 Prospect Street is a two family dwelling situated on a 0.13 
acre parcel; 

b. 17 Prospect Street is a two family dwelling situated on a 0.22 
acre parcel; 
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. 
c. 25 Prospect Street is a single family dwelling situated on a 0.5 

acre parcel; 

d. 37-39 Prospect Street is another duplex on a 0.57 acre parcel; 

e. 49 Prospect Street is a single family structure on a 0.19 acre parcel; 
and 

f. 53 Prospect Street is a two family dwelling on a 0.31 acre parcel. 

After 53 Prospect Street, the street bisects with Forest Street, which is 
similarly situated. 

On the north side of Prospect Street, again heading east from Court Street, 
after 361 Court Street, is: 

1. 26 Prospect Street (the Knight property) which is a single family 
dwelling on 0.28 acres (Note: The Knight home sits 5' back from 
the shared boundary with 361 Court Street); 

2. 32 Prospect Street is a single family dwelling on 0.21 acres of land; 

3. 36 Prospect Street is a two family structure situated on 0.15 acres; 

4. 46 Prospect Street is a single family dwelling on 0.26 acresi 

5. 56 Prospect Street is a single family dwelling on 0.25 acres; and 

6. 70 Prospect Street is a three family dwelling on 0.58 acres. 

In order to place the present level o£ density of Prospect Place into context, 

the K.Z.O. provides a minimum lot size of one acre in the rural district for single 

family residence and duplex units. §102-90. The minimum lot size for the Medium 
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Density District is 8,000 sq. ft., or 0.18 acres, and the minimum lot area per dwelling unit 

is 5,400 sq. ft., or 0.12 acres (the minimum lot area per dwelling for medium density, 

high density and office zones apply only to second and succeeding dwelling units. 

§102-792). The minimum parking requirements for dwelling and apartments are two 

per dwelling unit (except one per unit with a special exception, one per two units for 

elderly or special population housing which can qemonstrate a reduced demand for 

parking). §102-793. 

The width of Prospect Street is relatively narrow and some owners park vehicles 

on the street, adding to the congestion in the area of Prospect Street. 

In their application, the Applicants focus solely on the "internal use" of the 

property. They ignore that increasing the bed capacity of the facility will have a 

detrimental impact on the external environs of the property and the neighborhood. 

They ignore the impact of additional patients (from 17 to 26), additional staff to care for 

the patients, additional visitors and family members who will visit the patients, and 

additional healthcare personnel who may occasionally be called on to provide care for 

the patients. This is a critical lapse in judgment, because the Applicant has the burden 

of proof on each one of the conditions of §102-202. See, Fisher v. Dover, 120 NH 187 

(1980)i Gmt. Rocks Land Trust v. Town oJHebron, 136 NH 239 (1992) (party seeking 

variance bears bUiden of establishing the five variance criteria) and Eeabody v. Town of 

Windham, 142 NH 488 (1997) (party asserting a proposed use is a valid nonconforming 
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use has burden of proof). Further, the Applicants have the burden of proof to show that 

their proposed expansion is not such that it constitutes an entirely new use, thus 

violating the intent of the Zoning Ordinance. Devany v. Windham, 132 NH 302 (1989). 

Bearing in mind the Applicant has the burden to prove each of the three criteria 

of §102-210, this Board should reflect on whether that burden has been met when the 

Applicants' only focus is on the "internal use of the facility, [because} we find there is no 

adverse effect to the neighborhood ... " In light of the above, it is understandable why 

the Applicants are not interested in looking very hard or deep into the details of the 

consequences on the neighborhood in which they want to impose a detrimental impact. 

Since the Applicants are not looking for adverse effects and, indeed, deny any 

such adverse effects, they can hardly be said to have carried their burden on property 

values, or on the other two criteria. Therefore, their Application must be denied. 

ii. The Problem of Parking (Inadequate Facilities) 

The Application seeks to increase the patient load in the facility from 17 beds to 

26 beds. Of obvious import, will be the increased number of visitors to the facility, 

noted above. All of these people will require parking. 

There is, at most, a 12 vehicle parking area for 361 Court Street. There is no 

parking on Court Street and there is no street parking available on Prospect Street. 

The intent of the medium density zone is to provide for medium 

density/medium intensity residential area for housing units up to a maximwn of three 
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units per structure. There is a very limited number of other uses permitted which are 

associated with the residential setting. Normal commercial/industrial uses are 

excluded. All uses in this zone are required to have city sewer and city water service. 

§102-391. 

Permitted uses in a medium density zone are as follows: 

a. Dwelling and multifamily (subject to a maximum of three 
dwelling units per structure); 

b. Dwelling single family 
c. Duplex dwelling 
d. Group home (by special exception) 
e. Historic site open to the public 
f. Home occupation incidental to main residential use 
g. Institutional use (subject to a special exception; further 

subject to conditions and limitations as specified in Division 
12 of Article 5 of this Chapter pertaining to institutional 
uses). 

According to §102-1111 of the Zoning Ordinance, in addition to permitting 

institutional uses anywhere in a central business, central business limited or corrunerce 

zones, institutional uses permitted in other zones as designated in Divisions 2 through 

20 of Article 4 of this Chapter, only on the following streets: 

1. Arch Stree~ from Park A venue to Whitcomb Mill Road; 
2. Court Street, on the west side, from Westview Street to 

Maple Avenue, and on the east side from Evergreen Avenue 
to Maple Avenue (both of these locations are beyond Prospect 
Street) (Emphasis supplied); 

3. The balance of permitted locations are not applicable to this 
Application. 

Therefore, an .insi.Uutlonal use is not permitted as a right at 361 Court Street and 
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the undersigned proffer that this is because the framers of the Ordinance realized such 

uses impose greater use and density burdens on an area than that intended for the 

development of the Medium Density Zone. 

K.Z.O. §102-793 provides the minimum parking requirements for various types 

of uses; a health care facility is not listed. Institu~ional use is not specifically identified 

in the table of minimum parking requirements. However, dwellings and apartments 

are treated to require two designated parking spaces per dwelling unit, except that one 

parking space per unit upon a special exception; a one per unit for elderly or special 

population housing which can demonstrate a reduced demand for parking.3 By way of 

comparison, parking requirements for hotels, motels or tourist homes require one 

parking space per sleeping room, plus one per five seats in ancillary restaurants and 

one per 500 square feet of other areas. Should 361 Court Street be considered analogous 

to a "lodging house," the parking requirement is one parking spot for "every two 

beds." 26 beds require 13 parking spots; while this doesn't address the patient 

population, it certainly will not address staff, family, visitors, guests or other 

professionals. 

3 Noticeably ignored by the Applicants. 
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The Applicants are required to "demonstrate" a reduced demand for parking in 

order to lower the parking requirements of two spaces per dwelling unit for special 

population housing, per K.Z.O. §102-793. 

iii. Policies Underlying the Law of Nonconforming Uses 

In order to maintain the constitutionality of zoning and to prevent the 

inadvertent taking of private property without just compensation, framers of zoning 

enabling legislation incorporated safeguards to address nonconforming usesi uses in 

place at the time of zoning enactment. RSA 674:19 is such a provision: 

A zoning ordinance adopted under RSA 674:16 shall not apply to existing 
structures or to the existing use of any building. It shall apply to any 
alteration of a building for use for a purpose or in a manner which is 
substantially different from the use to which it was put before alteration. 

The policy behind the law of nonconforming uses is to a) protect against 

inadvertent takings and to b) reduce the number of nonconforming uses after zoning 

ordinances are enacted. The general policy, therefore, on expanding a nonconforming 

use is to carefully limit the expansion or enlargement of same. See, Seabrook v. D'Agata, 

116 NH 472 (1976). This policy is premised upon the principle that enlarging 

nonconforming uses may be more detrimental to zoning than a variance from the 

zoning ordinances. Ackley v. Nashua. 102 NH 551 (1960). Correspondingly, expansions 

of nonconforming uses are carefully limited under the general policy of the zoning 

ordinances based on the premise if nonconforming uses are restricted as to changes by 

way of expansion or alteration, such uses will, over time, lose their "Yitulit-; and 
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gradually expire, thereby making more uses in any particular district conform to the 

overall zoning plan. Granite State Minerals, Inc., v. Portsmouth. 134 NH 408 (1991). A 

substantial change in the nature and purpose of the original nonconforming use would 

be prohibited, even if the proposed use is less offensive than the original use. Stevens v. 

~ 122 NH 688 (1982) (change of use from nonconforming auto repair garage to a bath 

and plumbing showroom represented a substantial change in the nature and purpose of 

the earlier use; the fact the proposed new use is well-suited or more appropriate to the 

area is not relevant). 

Zoning is a legitimate exercise of a state's police power. Village o,(Euclid v. Ambler 

Realf?J, Co., 272 US 365 (1926). States may utilize the police power, under our federal 

system, for the purpose of promoting health, safety, or the general welfare of the 

community. RSA 674:16. The constitutionality of any legislation, ordinance or decision 

concerning zoning is maintained if it bears a rational relationship to a legitimate 

governmental interest. Protection of the health safety and general welfare of the 

conununity is a recognized, legitimate governmental interest. The zoning principles 

applicable here,4 bear a rational relationship to those legitimate-governmental interests. 

See, generally, MacKenzie v. Town of Eaton ZBA, 154 NH 773 (2007). 

• To lessen street congestion, to regulate lot size to prevent overcrowding, to prevent overcrowding of the 
land and undue concentration of population and overcrowding in strucbJfes. 
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IV. Application of Anti-Discrimination Law to Disabilities 

In that vein, the case of the CitlJ q[Edmonds v. Oxford House. Inc., 514 US 778; 115 

S.Ct. 1776 (1995), does not necessitate, carte blanche, approval of the Applicants' request. 

In the Edmonds case, Oxford House opened a group home in the City of Edmonds, 

Washington, for ten to twelve adults recovering from alcoholism and drug addiction. 

The group home, Oxford House-Edmonds, was located in a neighborhood zoned for 

single family residences, not as here, in a neighborhood zoned middle density. Upon 

learning Oxford House had leased and was operating in Edmonds, the city issued 

criminal citations to the owner and residents of the home. The citations charged 

violations of the zoning code that defines who may live in a single family dwelling. The 

ordinance limited those who can live in a single family dwelling to people related by 

blood. The Edmonds case required the United States Supreme Court to interpret the 

scope of the Fair Housing Act, 42 USC §3604. 

The Edmonds Court held that §3607 (b)(l)'s language concerning "restrictions 

regarding the maximum number of occupants permitted to occupy a dwelling/' 

encompasses maximum occupancy restrictions, but does not fit family composition 

rules, typically tied to the definition of a family found in land use restrictions. Edmonds, 

115 S.Ct. 1780-1782, such as herein ("Family means one or more persons occupying a 

dwelling unit and living as a single housekeeping unit, provided a group of five or 

18 
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more persons who are not related within the second degree of kinship shall not be 

deemed to constitute a family." K.Z.O. §102-2). 

The narrow question in Edmonds was whether the FHA exemption, exempted 

certain zoning restrictions from the Fair Housing Act. The Court was asked whether 

the exemption at issue exempted the application of the FHA from "any reasonable local, 

state or federal restrictions regarding maximum number of occupants permitted to 

occupy a dwelling." 42 USC §3607 '(b)(l). In the Edmunds case, the city attempted to 

pass off the local ordinance defining "family" as a maximum occupancy restriction 

exempt from FHA. The Court rejected the city's interpretation of the FHA, and 

returned the case to the lower court to decide whether the city's actions violated FHA 

prohibitions against discrimination. Edmonds, 115 S.Ct. at 1782-1783. 

Zoning Ordinances are regulations that promote public health, public safety and 

the general welfare of the community, by preventing overcrowding, densely populated 

areas, or overuse in a district. See, RSA 674:17. These zoning objectives are rationally 

related to the promotion of legitimate government purposes of promoting and 

protecting health and safety, and general welfare of the community. 

The Edmonds decision is not a bar to reasonable governmental restrictions that 

regulate legitimate zoning concerns that are rationally related to the promotion of 

health, safety and the general welfare of the community. Such is the case here. 
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1 'Not in My B~·cky.~ .rd''.: 
The·· .Ef·fect of. s·ubst.anc~ Ab.use 
Tre:.a:lnient 
·va·lues· 

center's · c)n P.rC,p.·erty ., . 

Aoth'ors Claire R. La Roche~ Bennie D. Wal)er, andS.cottA. · 
Wentland 

A b s t r a c t Residential treatment center's offer the most intense · form of treatment 
for substance abuse and . lll'e often embedded in residential 
neighborhoods. As a result of the Patient Protection lmd Affordable· Care 
Act. the number of tmltment ·centers has. been foreeasted to burgeon. 
We· examine . the extelnal effect of residential rehab centers on nearby· 
real estate. As addiction. ~t centers .are planned, a common 
response of nearby property owners is "not' in m.y bacJcyft(d" (NIMBY). 
Using l Jarge MLS dataset froni central VtrJinia, we estimate the im~ct 
of substance· abuse treatment centers on nearby home. prices and • 
liquidity (as ni.eaSI,ll'ed by time on market). We find that a neighboring 
treatment center is associated with an 8% 'reduction in nearby home 
prices, and that this discount is magnified for treatment centers that 
specifically treat opiate adQiction (as much as 17%). . . 

The .primary residence is perhaps the greatest single investment made. by an 
individual and tlie mantra "lvcation, location, lacation"'is an ever-present concern . 

. of a prospective buyer. Before purchasing a home, a savVy buyer will frequently 
research .the community and· the school system, as well · as ·the crilne statistics. 
When homeowners are nUKte aware of an appli~on for .. a' special use·.pe~t 
for the possibility . of an . addiction. ·treatment center b.eing lOcated in . their . 
neighborhood, 'initial 'coilcem'for p~rsonal·and"bouse~ld ·~ety; followed by tbe .·. 
starkrealiiation thafhome values in their. neighborhood maybe adversely affected, . 
almost always lead homeowners to the universal response of "not in my backyard" 
(NIMBY). The typical opposition to a p:oposed substanCe abuse treatment facility 

. is based .on two visceral concerns: an increase in crime riSk and a rel.ared decrease . 
· in: proj}erty values. The .priinary· purpose of ·this paper is to exru;nine the latter 
claini·empirically, deterinin41g whether the.re is si~fi.cant evidence that treannent · 

. ·: center.s. have a .negative impact on nearby real estate. .- · 

Ex· ant(!, it iS not clear that substanc~ abuse· treatment centers Will a~versely impact: 
neighboring i'e.al . estate; which_. motivates '.our .empiriCal examination of ·· this 
exteri:uility. On one handJ there may be a priori reasons to suspect thanre&.tment 
facilities.- will no~ have much of an impact on neighboring real esijtte. Locating 
.addiCtion · treatrri.ent renters in residential areas baS become commonplace. 

' .. 
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Treatment centers· tend to be inconspicuous and may have blaeko,ufcUrtains ~d 
minimal si:gnage (Or no sign). The housjng is often gated and locked at a certain ... 
time of the day. Generally, clients enrolled in residential ·treatment programs_ are · 
not allowed to mteract with the .. locals" of the ~igbborhood or leave the 
premises. Under current -law (discussed in -the .next section),. despite the~ . 

. chailenges, residential treatment centers have relatively few limitations mi where · 
they are sited. · · 

On the ·other hand, like many negative ~temalities or NIMBY issues, there are 
reasons to suspect that rehab facilities may adversely impact neighboring reai· 
estate. Substance abuse is a: multifaceted health- isslie and many patients in.· 
residential treatment have a dual diagnosis: a mental health issue and an addiction. 
(Connery,. 2011). The Substance Abuse Mental Health Services Administration 
(SAMHSA, 2008) surveyed 14,423 facilities in 2008 and had a response rate· of 
94.1 %. The ,SAMHSA 8urvey indicated that 39% of the clients in treatmen~ centers. 
-had ·a dual -diagnosis. In addition, concurrent alcohol and drug addiction accounted 
for approximately 45%, while clients in treatment s~lely· fOr drug abUse accowited 
for 34%-36% and 18%-20% of the patients only abused alcohol (SAMHSA, 
2008). 

One consequence· of locating drug and alcohol rehabilitation centers in residential . 
. areas is that patients in substance abuse treatment ·programS frequently leave or . 

are administratively discharged before succeSsful· completion. At some point. . 
. experts say that, .. relapse is .an alm.()st unavoidable-and potentially useful-siep · · 

in recovery" (Shaffer, 2012). For many, intensive residential tteatment is a: '.'last 
. resort .. A healthy· family of an addict ·.will decline to ·"enable., neg_ati"ye behavior 

·and, instead, will insist .that the alcoh.oHc/addict eX-perience the· "eonseqQence" 
·of the decision to use again and refuse treatment. In-other words,· the. family· will 
often not offer any fOnn of financial support and the addict will have to fend for · . 
himself or herself. In addition to having a substaitce abUse disorder and PQSsibly 

' a dual" diagnosis, those who re~pse and leave" treatment prior to completion. often . 
. ·have· limited job skills: and perhaPs :even a criminal ~-(actor.S that J.nake · 
· employment a challenge. Thus, as a practical matter, neai-by neighbors may have 
valid concerns that the presence of a treatment center will be accompanied by 
additional unemployed' or even. homeless addicts on· the street .near the area in 

.·which the ·treatment center is located. This··pereeption .of elevated risk ·in these 
·areas.may then be :reftectecUn the :m.arket prices of.ilearby real-'estat;e. · 

. The likely occurrence of relapse combined with the probability of' criminal charges 
and/ or Convictions associated with substance abuse corroborates tlie 8rgtlment that 
the ~sence. of a treatment center inay · bri.rig oijectionable cous(i(Juences. into. a 

' co.rnnninity. The: purpose of tbis paper is to use market data to·,assess :whether 
. there is ~bstantial evidence of nearby real estate being adverse1yJmpacted by the -:· 
presence of treatment- cent~ consistent with the potential risks ~t:proXimity to· 
.these facmties may bring. As a:clear-cot NIMBY issue, this paper cOn.tributes to~_
the broader literature :of exa.mi:bing . the market effects of specific extemalides or · · 
environmental~- in real estate. Our study contributes to the literature by being · 
the first to examine the effect of· substance abuse treatment centers . on the . 

~- . 

' .;. 
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surrounding real estate market and, more· generally, addirtg . to .· our und(mtandirig · 
of external factors that impact home prices. · · · · 

. . . . . 
Substance ·Abuse Treatment: Salient lssu·es, .- · 
R e c e n I T r e n 'd s I a i1d ReI a ted i. ·i. t e ~ ~ fu 1:' e . . -

It is anticipated that the impact of the July 1, 20 i4. changes to insurance· coverag~ 
under the Afford~le Care Act (ACAJ) will cause the ·number of treatment Centers .. 
to burgeon and thus, a study of the_ effect Qf.nearby addiction treatmenfcenters 
·on real estate is .. timely. Prior to investigating treatment centers' effects on nearby 
real estate, it is crucial to understand the background of substance abuse treatment 
and why the current issues motivate the· examination of potential· real estate 
externalities. · · 

Although accurate statistics of drug ot alcohol disorders are difficult· to. obtain, 
according to a Harvard Medical School Special Health Report,· between .15% ·and 

·· 28% of Americans will have a substance use disorder sometime during their · 
, lifetime ·and this estimate does not include addiction .to nicotine (Shaffer, 2012). 
Residential treatment has become a more·c<>mmon way to treat addiction and, like 
many areas . in he8Itbcare services. residential rehabilitation has become a growth · 
industry. · · 

Broadly speaking, there are three types of .treatment centers; intensive· outpatient 
program (lOP), .inpatient treatment, and partial hospitalUation program (PHP). 
'JYpically~ IOP treatment centers offer each client nine hours of group therapy, one 
·hour of-~dividual therapy. and one hour :of case management (managing:auxiliarY 
services)"per week. lOP clients either live in a halfway house or .at ·home with-. 
strict guidelines established by their pril1lal')' therapist Although halfway houses 
can vary greatly, they generally have full-time house managers and mandatory, 
mnd6m urinalysis. lnpatient-pngrams require,dients to live at, the--facility in which .. 
all treatment takes place and may either be freestanding· or hospital~base~. PllP, . 
also known as the "Florida model," is a hybrid version of inpatient treatment and 
. intensive outpatient treatment: individuals go. to ' a counseling center d~g 'the 
day, and after a full day of therapy sessions return to off-site housing· located. in 
a neighborhood. Behavioral health technicians work at the oil-site faeilities around 
the clock. 

Mandatory addiction treatment (commitment)_ does not exist un~r ·the law. An .'_. 
addict m'ust choose to be in a recovery ·program. It is interesting to note that all 
three .. of the substance. abuse treatment models inClude the. ·possibiiity of group. 
housing in neigh~d settings. · 

. ProJected' Increase In SUD Treatme., Facilities: MHPAEA and the 
. ' ' 

ACA 

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), also Jruown _"as Obau,a 
Care, .macle sweeping changes. to Meatal .Health/Substadce· U~ .. Dlsorde,r . 

JOSR.E 1 Vol. ~ 1 No . 1 :":' 2014 

-, . 
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(MH/SUD): insUrance ·coverage that went' into .effect on July l~ 2014. To · 
. uncierstand the ramifications for residential treatment centers, it is necessary to. . . . 
briefly examine the legislative history of MH/SUD insurance coverage. Prior to·. 

· July .1. 2014, the high cost of MH/SUD treatment meant that it was only available · 
.to patients with {or whose families have) considerable. me~s. or those wlio8e. 
health· insurance· provided eoverage. The ·Mental Health Parity and Addictian .. 
Equity Act of 2008 (MHPAEA) attempted to address the unequal treatment of 
MH/SUD health insurance coverage and legislated equal .treatment between MH 
/SUD benefits and medical/surgi~ benefits. H a plan. had MH/SUD coverage, 
then it tnust be.on par with the medical/surgicalbeDefi.ts of(ered under:that policy .. 
The MHPAEA did not mandate that an insurance policy most cover ~/SPD 
and only applied to groupJi.ealth plans sponsor«l by employers with 50 or more 
employees. Both individual and small employer group policies were specifically 
exempted from coverage (MHPAEA Fact Sheet). 

The PPACA mandate~rthat MH/SUD coverage be included in marketi?lace health : 
insmance policies as an ·"essential health benefit" as .. of July 1, 2014 (MHPAEA 
Fact Sheet). The effect of iriclusion of MH/SUD coverage as· an essential health :· 
benefit is that the MH/ SUD panty rules now apply to non-grandfathered . 
individual and small group plans (Beronio, Po, Skopec, and Glied; 2013). With .. 
expansion of the ''parity rules'' and inclusion of· MH/SUD ·~overage· as ·an 
essentUil health:benefit onder the ACA, it is anticipated that the nwnber of patients 
having· access to expensive addiction treatment options will. grow exponentially, 
as will the number of treatment centers. 

Antidiscrimination. Housing -Lcrws . . . . . 

When a proposed treabnent center. is sited~ concerned members of the conununlty . 
frequently pressure biwmakers or hire attorneys, causing .treatment centers to fight 
protracted legal battles that attempt to prevent the opening of the center. However, 
nunierous ·laws hinder such NIMBY efforts, prov.iding: legal. basis for treatment 

:centerS to be located. just. about anywhere. There are several federal laws . that 
prohibit diScrimination· in houSing based on a ••disability." and define disability 
as: "Any person· who has a physical or mental impairment that substantially ~ts 
one or niore major life activities;· has· a record of such impairment; or is regarded 
as ·having such impainilent" (HUD) .. 

Substance abuse 'disorders are clearly recognized disabilities. imd thus are covered·· · 
under.: fair housing laws. FCc:Jeral· housing ·laws· that .:prohibit. ·wsability:-based · ·. · · 
discrimination and ensure equal housing opportunities are briefly discussed below. 

Fair. Housing A~t. The Fair· Hciusl.ng Act.~). was .d~igned· t~ .. ~hlbit.'···. 
discrimination in housing: In 1988~ ·the FHA wa& ~nded to iriclude.persons with. 
handicaps to the prpteCted 'classes un~ the .FHA. 42l,J.S.C. §3604(t)(3)(B). The · 
definition of '.'handi~" under the·FHA is very· broad, and .dnig ~ddiction and· 
·aicobolism are COO:sidered to be disabilities· that are covered. The FHA also.has a 
provision (42 U.S.C. §3604(f)(9)) that permitS the exclusion of those· "whose 

. tenancy would .constir;ute a direct threat to the· health or·safety of other individuals. 
or ... would result in substantial physical damage. to ~ prOperty of. oili.ers.''· Thus,· 
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the FHA does not protect an individual cijn'ently using illegal drugs or a person 
witlr a conviction of distributing or illegally manufacturing a controlled substance. 

The FHA covers almost every aspect of a ~al estate tranSaction. According to the 
Ac~ it is illegal to discriminate in the sale or rental-of~ dwelling against a person 
with a disability. _Thus, an alcoholin/ad~ct canhot be denied housing based solely 
on his or her addiction. .The Act do~ permit "reasonable local, State or.·Federal 
restriction regarding ~maximUm number of-occupants pennitted to occupy a 
dwelling" 42 U.S.C. §3607(b)(l). This exemption is for living space per occupant 
·and is intended to promote health and safety, not exclude group homes from 
residential areas. 

Although a person with a conyiction for dealing or illegally manufacturirig a 
controlled substance is not protected under the FHA, a drug distribution convict;ion 
does not automatically exclude a person from· invoking the Rehabilitation Act or 
the Americans with Disabilities Act 

RehobilitaJion Act. §504 (45 CFR Part 84) of .the RehabilitatiOn Act of 1973 
prohibits any entity from receiving fecJeral funds from discriminating on ~ basis 
of a disability. Drug addiction and alcoholiSm are covered ·tmdet this aCt as weD. 
Communities have attempted to . use zoning .laws to exclude treatment centers. 
Under. §504, if a community's zoning regulation excludes $Ubstance . abuse 
treatment centers, that community risks losing its federal funds. 

AmuictutS with Disabilities Act. Among other things, the puq;ose of Title D .of 
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is to eliminate discrimination in 
housing against people with disabilities. This. Act bas. further reach than §504 of. 
the Rehabilitation Act because the receipt of federal funds is not required for Title 
li of the ADA to apply. · · · · 

Zoning tmd .Case .Law. Zoning regulations create perhaps the biggest barrier. to 
entry for a substance abuse . center. As ·a practical· matter, when considering a . 
proposed site for . a treatment center, the oWn.ers . prefer to avoid spending a lot of 
time and money fighting a ·protracted ·coUrt battle associated , with . a zoning 
ordinance. This mindset, however, did not . stop a significant case from being · 
appealed tO the-United States Supieme Court by Oxford House, a self-supporting, 
resident-run. residential treatment program. In the landmark case of City of . 
Ednthnds.v. Oxford House; Inc., et al., 514 U.S. 725(1995), the City of Edmonds 
attempted to use an occupancy restriction in a Zoning ordinance to · exclude 
treatment centers from residential areas. The zoning ordinance in qUeStion allowed 
an unlimited n~ of related persons ·.to live in -a home and· attempted to .restrict 
the number of ~elated persons living in a single-family dwelling ·.to five. The . 
City. of ~dmondirdaimed that .the §3607(b)(l) exemption to the FHA applied. to . 
the city's zoomg .ordintmce .. In· a 5-4 decision, the Supreme .CoU.rt·held that-a 
·zoning ordinanCe t defined a faiDily in·.·such a· wa ·aS to exclude treatnient 
~centers was unlaWfql. The o mance w~ not. a maximum occupancy ·pi'oviSlon :· 
6ut a proVision de8Crlbing who may compose a "family" and,··~us~ it violated the 
FHA. This case . was a critical Victory for . the "Oxford. House Model" beca~se 
this oorr.murJty-ba.sed treatment program· leases houses. located in upscale 
neigbb~rhocx.Js. ~ss. the U.S. 
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The bottom line· is that there must be a -'~rationarbasis·~ for. zoning-regulation to 
be :valid and localities have consistently 'been. probtbited from . discriminat;ing 
against substance abuse treatment centers. Absent drastic changes· to the laws 
outlined above, · it' is clear that re~idential :centerS are here. to stay, and· that -if · 
challenged in court.: NIMBY: proponents· will have an -_uphill battle: ThuS, given 
the growtli trends in this indilstry;the.'potential iisks posed to neighbors; and the 
laws that protect the treatment centers' rights tO locate almost anywhere, what is 
the· consequenCe for :real 'estate when a · treatment center is located in one's 
"backyard." so to speak? · 

Related Uterature In Real Estote 

Researchers -.have long. recognized that numerous extemalities impact the 
marhting outcomes of residential real esta,te. These externalities may include, for 
example, neighboring pollution, 1 or ·even -the conditiOn. of adjoining or nearby 
properties-and/or the. tenant's behavior· Jiving in such properties. Real property 
bas intangible benefits or disamenities, which ue detennined largely by ·public 
perception and capitalized into the pricing and marketing duration of residential 
properties. Furthennore. negative externalities are likely to significantly impact the 
marketing outcomes of properties in dose prQ~tY to the properties being 
marketed. for sale, as well as impact the desirability of dte overall neighborllood. 
Such "stigma" events are likely to be correlated with an exodus of higher income 
residents causing a "snowball'' ·effect in declining property values (McCluskey 
and R.auSser; 2003). · · · · 

There are a number of-researchers who analyze the degree to which external ot '
~ghborhood factors. both positive and negative, .arc_ capitalized in ~dential . -_ 
real estate ·IDIII'lreting outcomes. For example, Tbaler (1978) ·finds a ·negative : '-
relationship between neigbbQJhood: crim,e rates -_ and property values. -Gibbons 

-·· (2004) . 'finds 8D inverse relationship between: vandalism and property·, values in 
London~ As one would exPe<:t. robbery and :aggravated assault' rates -have a 
significant and negative_ impact on property values (Thanfeldt and Mayock. 2010). 

. ~ 

l ,, 

Pope (2012) found that decrease ·m·· crime_ nites had a positive effect on property . · ~- _; 
values, particularly in those cities with substantial decreases in crime rates. Using / .. ,.-:· ! ' 1 

· . 

-a · microspatial . approach.·. Rosiers (2002) ·e~ the iinpact of ·the vis~ : _ .. ? . /ij. " _. .. -· .. · 1 

encumbrance of power- lmes on property val~- and finds ~t on average 1t -- · --.Y~ -. · . 
negatively impacts valge by approximately 10%. but increases to -14% in ateali- -.. r ~ ,.: -)· ' 
where setback in property lines are less, - : r • ,I '

1 
'\ ' ' ' -. . . s . ,; 'J' -· 

As a result of the recent economic and housing cbllapsc, there are ._several stUdies · · 
that have e~ed the impact of foreclosed,propertie$.-Foreclosed.propeities·may _· 
present-a variety of~ative effe_cts on·neigbboring·properties, inchiding·(but .not' 
·limited·.to) the· "~yesore effect, where··neigbbor.ing foreclOsureS -that -b,ave long~· 
-been ·vacant adversely impact. the ·aesthetic appeal -of the neighborhood. Such -- -
studies mclude·:Harding, Rosenblatt, and Yao.- {2009); Lin, Rosenblatt; and. Yao 
(2009), DanesJtvary. Clauretie, and Kader (2011), Daneshvary · and · Claoretie : 
(2012). and Agarwal. Ambrose, Chomsisengphet., and Sanders (2013). Gen~ly, 
these studies find negative neighborhood spillovers· from foreclosed or. distresse4 
pro~es. . 
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·A review of the literature does not ~veal any specific examples of residential drug 
rehabilitation centers and their impact on neighboring property v31ues. However. 
there is analogous literatn~. of undesirable · neighbors impacting property value~. -

' . ·For example, Congdon-Hohman (2013) finds a significant and negative effect on . 
· home. val\J.es. located· within orie-eigllth of a mile of a methamphetamine lab. The. 
effect dissipates both as ~ passes after the . discovery of and distance from a 
metb lab. Reichert,· Small, and Mobanty (1992) .estimate the impact of landfills 
on nearby real estate, finding a negative imp~ct when located within several blocks 
of.an expensive housing area. They find an .effect that ranges from 5.5% to 7.3%, 
depending o~ the distance from the landfill. Indeed, the authors .find that the 
percentage impact on older, less expensive properties to be significantly less (3%-

. 4%) relative to the more expensive properties. Similarly, Hite, Ch~ Hitzusen, 
and RandaJ.l (2001) find significant differences in property values located within 
3.25 miles of a landfill • 

. Other studies have shown that a variety of. other external factors affect real estate 
market outcomes. Coulson and Leicbenko (2001) find that designated. properties, 
as well as neighboring properties; are significantly impacted . by historical 
designations. Other .examples include the impact of registered sex offenders on 
the. marketing outccimes of neighboring properties. Three recent studies have 
examined the impact as to the proximity of registered sex Offenders. Most recently, 
Wentland, Waller, and Brastow (2014) found that close proximity to sex offenders 
rendered large price and liquidity effects, declining but significant out to one inile. 
The authors also found amplified effects fur homes with more bedroOms, a proxy 
for children, and whether the nearby offender was convicted of a. violent sex 
·offense. Linden and Rockoff (200~) found significant reductions in home -prices 
across radii of less than 0.1 miles and 0.1 to 0~3 miles when an offender moves 
in. Pope (2008) found properties located within 0.1 miles of a sex offender 
significantly reduced home valu~. 

·I Data 

We use residential real estate data from a multiple liSting service (MLS) located 
in central Vrrginia, including Richmond arid other surrounding areas. MLS data 
are critical for ·any externality study, particularly those that analyze both time. on 
~rket and price,._because it contains both the list date and sell date (or withdraw 
date) of 'residential properties, while tax datil and other publically available data 
usually only··include the property's date of sale. ·This is critical because ~ 
amenities ·or disamenities may be capitalized· into a home's price, liquidity, or 
some combination of tbe two. In· this .study, we examine both~ WbilC the expected 

_ sign_of liVing near a potenti~ disameniiy .is ~ely.negativc for· the price_ estimates, 
· . the estimated-impact on liquidity is ~tically ambiguous. While the disamenity 
· may_lower the .arrival rate of potential buyers, lengtheiring the time: on market,· 
. the seller may be willing to dis~unt the home: in ·part to ·counteract this effect· 

. The sample is coinp~ of listings in the residential real estate market ·over 
approximately a decade •. between 2001 and 2011. The.initial housing· data contains 
207,79~ observations (including both.sold.and unsold pro~s). Among oiher3, 
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· ~vitt and syver8on· (2008) point .out. that ·MLs · data ·aue en~ by· reaJ.· .estate . · 
agents and can be incorrect or incomple~. The data were carefully: ~min~ in · 
light of co1Il1110J! issues-prevalent-in ~ data. Aftei ~g· for incomp_Iete, miSsing : 
or illogical data that suggest data entry errors or extravagant ·outliers, the _final . 
data set · consists .of .approximately 194,983 homes·. oil the ·market, · ·with . 
approximately 111,580 that eventually sold.2. The MJ..S .. ruita include numerous · · 
property characteristics .(square footage, . bedrooms, ba~, age. acreage; ere.). and, 
of cour8e, each property's ·loCation. 

. ,'· 
Our MLS data are a fairly representative. housing m8rket in .the u.s., ·which· 
includes urban, subwban, and rural sales. Richmond. iS · a . mediwn-siz¢d .city 
located in 'the eastern· part of central Virginia and the MLS .covers. niucb. Gf ·the . 
"Greater Richmond" area (or Richmond MSA). The aventge property in this MLS 
has a listing· and selling pice of $263,641 and $242,116~ respectively. The average . 

· · Jisted ·property was 25 ·years of age. with 2,143 ~ feet, .3.6.bedrooms. and 
2.4- bathrooms with an average time on mmet of 85 t'lay.s. DUring this time period, 
there were_ 36 substance abuse treatment centers located witbfu the broader region 
·encompassing .the listings in our data, and nine were located within the City limits . 
of Richmond specifically.~ · See Exhibit ·1 for 'additionsl descriptive statistics. 

. . . . .. 

The primary soorce of the ~tuient center ext~tY i~ · its proximity to a:~ven 
home on the ·market. Intuitively, there is likely an increaSing NIMBY sentiment · 
as the proximity to the ce~ter is closer in distance. Thus, we .compute ~ distarice. · 
from a given home in the MLS ·and .each treatment center, using address data to · 
code the longitude and latitude· from which the straigbt~line distance is calculated 
using .the ·great-$le formula. While NIMBY does not literally refer to .. one's, ·'' 
"]?ackyard," it is usually taken to mean very close proximitY, but the definition of ... 
wha~ qualifies as .. very close proximity~~ .may be 'different depending on· the person · 

. and 'the issue. Below we· examine the effect of nearby subStance abuse ·treatment .· 
centers on nearby real estate, using different .spatial·proximi~ (e.g., '0.175 ~es; 

.0.15 miles, and 0.125 miles) as a robustness cheCk;' · 

Empirical fMthodolosw. 

oUr prim8ry .. g0al .is to isolate the effect of a treatment center on neighborhood 
real · estate outcomes. Nmnerous · studies . have examined other ·neighborhood . 
externalities, using a variety of empirical. approaches.' .Initially; we focus on· a · 
treatment center's effect on ·the sale price and liquidity Of a .home, utiliziilg a 
·cross-sectional OLS hedonic pricing model as the bl~ While hedonic priping 
modeis·are.coinmooly ~to detennine the value of spocific.property attriJ>rite&~ . 
and surrounding (dis )amenities by estimating marginal effects on. the sale price ·or , 
the· property, 6 we also explore a simultaneOus eq'Q81ion · m¢el to · account for. the ·. 
joint dete~ation of')>oth' priCe and liquidity. The· purpose -of exploting 'mUltiple · : . ' 
approachC$·iS to demoristrate that the results are not particUlarly· sensitive to ·the: ... 
choice of modeling techn:ique. · · · · · · 

Baseline OI.S H~onic MOdels 
Beginning with a · simple cross-sectional approach, we provi<k. a liaseline esti~ 
of the effect of a nemby substance ab\ise treatment center~ employing a traditional 
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Varioble . . 

l.ist Prlce ($) 

sa1e Price ($} 

· r- 0n Morltet (In DaYs! 

- lxhlblt 1 1 SummarySiutiSties 

.·. Rehcb Ct!nli!r (Dtinvny Var. = 1 if iha home is near a· rehtJb center 
{distcmce specilied in each tcdJia)~ 0 olhetwise) . 

ABe (ill Y«~ts) 
kreagt 

Square Felllf 

Beclroorm 
Bai!roomt 
ForedoslHfl (Dummy. Var. = 1 if fOredo$11111, 0 otherWise) 

Number cllevuls. · 
Pooi.[Du!MI)' 'y'ac • 1 if the home Ia o pool, 0 olherwise} 

Basement ([Mnmy Var . .. l if they haw! a ~t, 0 otherwise) 

Short Sale (Dummy VtY. - 1 if short sale, ·o otherwiaJ 
Teriont (Dummy Vor. .,. 1 ~ it has a lllnant at IGting, 0 olherwise) 
Vaamt (Dummy 'kl. • . 1 if the home i5 vacant, 0 otharwise} . 

TcootS . 
HOA F- (Oun-.ny Var.. = 1 iF it has HOA fees,-0 olharwisel 

wline O.ily. 

~ 

MOOn· 

263,~1 ·. 

242,116 
- .. 85..45 

0.0003 

24..99 

0.79 

,2,143.29 

.3.60 
2.38 
0.02 . 

.1.83 .. 

·o.os 
0.17 

0.02 
0 .03 . 

. . 0.36 

1 ;77.9.95 
. 0.32 

64.41 
582.22 

142,300 
.\27,608 

79;99 
. 0.02 . 

26.16 

. 1.91 

888.25 

0.77 

0.82 

0.12 

0.65 
0.23 

0.38 . 
0.13 ·.· 

0.16 · 

. O.AS 

1,311.74 

0.47 
577..40. , 

1,062.0.8 

hedonic model that accounts for h~terogeneous characteristics of both: homes and · 
their locations. We estimate the following functi~al ~orms: 

(~) I 
and 

(2) , _ 

-where SP, is avector for property selling price,7 _LP,-·is a'.veetor for property, listing . 
pri~e -~ is a ·vectcr of property specific char8cteristics.8: WC; is a· vector . for . 

. location control using ZIP Codes (see he1vw).: 1i~ the .variable c;f int~st, equals··. 
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1 if a treatment cenra- is located nearby of· a given lioroe, ·and_ is 0 otherwise, ~ 
TOM1 is the time on lllal"ket (in ·days), which the literature .also calls mark~ting· 
duratiem or a measure of liquidity, and e is an error tdm. that ·is heteroskedastic- . 
consistent and c~ by zrp· Code.9 · · · . · · 

H~omc analysis .. of the. housing market req~ Some . control for spatial 
. heterogeneity because location itself is a·. key source of differen.ces in houSing 
prices.- 1'he goal is to ·disentangle ·Specific proximity to a treatment center. from . 
broader location differences. that explain real . e~ate prices. Pollo;wing. numerous. 
studies in the real estate and urban econoniics·literature, we chose ZIP Code .fixed 
effects to control for . unobserved heterogeneity across thes·e areas . so that .· the 
explanatory variables' effects arc identified froin variati~ within a ·given area (or 
even in a given year, as. is the case for time fixed ·effects). In effect, our reSults 
may then be interpreted · as the treatment center's effect on home prices·· given · 
comparable homes within the same ZIP Code, b~t located further away. In this 
sense, we are attempting to disentangle ·the broader location effect . froin the 
proximity to a treatment center by essentially comparing.homes within .a ·cerqtin 
ZIP C-ode.· Further, we explore alterilativ~ l~on ·controls (census ~ts. b~ock 
groups, and"blocks) in a similar vein, as well as altering the control group- itself 
by confining. it to Dall'9W bands aroimd a rehab facility. Appropriate location.. · 
controls can ·disentangle the negative extel'Il8lity effeet :from simply. a "bad · 
neighborhood~' or "bad·part of toWn" effect 

SlmultaneOIIa fquotlons Approach: S,SfWn -l~lflcGtlon 

Numerous .studieS in ·real .estate and. urban .eeonomiai model"-price ·and. time an 
market: in a simul~s system (like 2SLS w; .~S~)·· givCJJ. .likely joint · 
de~JJirinati.on of these factors. A seller c~ alv.iays lawer · price to .. increase. 
·liquidity, and vice versa~ Yet, a home's sale priee and time on ~ke.t . are 
determined by· virtually identical factors. Ecoito~cally, . this · creates an·· 
identification problem because if one wants to': model this simultaneitY with ·a .· 
_system of equations, then, by. definition, . such a System . CoUld not: be identified • 
using identic81 exogenollS variables. While · a number . of empirical . s~dies 
acknOwledge this simultaneity, 10 Turnbull ~d Dombrow (2006) and· Zahirovic~ 
Herbert and TumbuJl .(2008) have· identified a novel· way of.overco~g this 
identification ·problem through their incorporation of va.rl:ables that represent 
market . conditions. from. other list4lgs on the .. nw~ ·Below. we: .su~arize a 
solution ·ro -~ identification issue, as we utilize an adaptect:fotm. of.thi$ approach 
to model p:ice and liqUidity in a ·simoltaileous s~~ . · . · · · ... ·. · · 

Following Krainer's (2001) search · ~arlcet model. one can model a ·home's 
expected liquidity, EJ.TOM], (measured .as a home•s-.Iilark:~ting duration or time··. 
on market) ·and expected house :sale price, E[SP]~ ·as smmltail.eously detennined. · 
and implicitly defin~ ~s: . ' · · 

.F(E[SP}, E[TOM], T, X, WC, C)= 0, (3) ·I 
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wheye T is an -indicator of. whether a home is l}ear a rehab treatment Ce{lter; X 
is a vector of .house (and. market) characteristics, · WC is location controls; and 
C are neighborhood market conditions. The latter variable, · C, represents 
neighborhood market conditions that have an ambiguouS external. effect on· local 
properties .. .On one hand, when the ntimber ~f nearby homes·that go on the market 
incteases, the supply of additiqnal h~es on the market ought !:0 negati:vely impact 
the .Price and liquidity of a ne_arby home (i.e., "a competition effect"). On the 
other .hand. ·the increased traffic generated from additional nearby homes oo the 
market could actually positively impact a home's price and liquidity, :which is . 
termed "a shoppjng externality effect:• Empirically, the sales price and time on . 
market can be represented as separate functions wi~ jointly distributed stochastic · 
errors sP and eT: 

·1 -SP = tpp{TOM, T, LOC,·X, C)+ ·ep (4) 

and 

TOM= tpT(SP, T, LOC, X, C) + ·er· (5) 

'The vector c (i.e., market cOnditions or' neighborhood .competition) and another 
vector, L (i.e., listing density), are the. keys to Turnbull and Dombrow's (2006) 
solution to' over-identifying this ·sy~ of .equations (since equations 3 a!;ld 4 are 
not yet identified). Neighborhood con)petition, C, iS a measure that aecounts. for 

· "nearby. houses for sale as long as each competing ·listed house overlaps with the · 
period -that this bouse is on the market, inversely _weighted: by the ~tanee be~een 
the houses to . refteet the asstimption. that nearby· bouses will ha:V~ stronger effects 
on the sale ·of. this house than hou5es that aie farther away". (Zahirovic-Herbert 
and 1'urnbull, 2008).U Listing density,. L, is similarly defined.·as ''the inWure 
of · competing overlapping listings. per day on the·· market" (Zahii'ovic·Herl>ert 
and Turnbull, 2008), where: L(i) = ~1(1 - D(i, j))2{min[s(i), s(j)] ~ max[l(i), . 
l(j)]) I s(i) - l(i) + 1. Essentially, :both measures capture neighborhood market 
conditions by quantifying the mark~g overlap.of ~arby bomes.on the market 
simultaneously, however. listing density· is weighted by time· on mB!ket ·Turnbull _ 
and Dornbrow (2006) point out ·that a change in competition .while· holding selling· 
.time constwit.is also the partial deriv~tive . with respect tQ listing density (and .it 

·is easy to . ~ that fJtp,l ac :;& a 'Pi &L). ·Therefore, we can rewrite . Qur system of 
equations to reflect: . · · . . . . 

.SP ..: 'P~(TOM, T, WC, X, L) + ·eP · . (6) 

JOS.·RI I VDI. 6 I ND . 1. -2014 . 
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and 

TOM= fh(SP, ·T, .L()C, )[,C) +.eT' (7) 

Both· L and C _·vectors._uniquetr id~tify the simultaneous · system. · Further, 'Ye · 
supplement this approach by using different location· controls ~cross equatiqns·. u
We estimate the $ystem of eqtiations .(5) and (6)-using ~s~age least squares 
(3SLS) in the n~t section .to generate a coefficient estiJnllte of_ the effect of a 
nearby treatment center on price and time on market We model simultaneity" usmg 
a 3SLS approach because it incorporates an additional step with seemingly 
unrelated. regression (SUR)· estimation to· control for· correl~~:tions between error 
t:erms.13 

Alternative Specifications and. Robustness 

While the. baseline results include location controls, an additional way to isolate 
.the treatment effect of a ~hab facility is by limiting the control group to homes 
closer to rehab facilities . more. geneially (i.e., omitting ~servad:ons sufficiently far 
from any rehab facility). Methodologically, the comparison .is.then between homes 
that are near a rehab _treatment facility and homes just. outside a given range. 
Specifically, . we explore the effect of a rehab center (withiJi.1/8 .mile) on nearby 
real estate :as compared to similar homes further out {i.e., within LS miles, 1 mile, 
and 2/3 ·mile, respectively). This ·approach allows ~ to further homo8eJrlze 
location as ~ robustness check, and to provide ~dditioll81 evidence that the external · 
effect i~ specific to the .rehab.facility, "and not simply the part .oftown.in which· it 
is located. · · ·· ... ·· · · · 

We -·atso examine wbet:ller facilities that only . treat ophtte_· addicts (commonly 
known as methadone clinics).have a larger impact On. nearby real estate." Clinics 
that" treat .herOin or prescription addicts, for example, o~. use buprenorpmne: or 
~thadone. :as part of the rehabilitation process. Nearby residents inay. peiceive 
·patients who are still intoxicated, albeit at a lower dose, a8 an elevated crime. risk. · _· 
Approximately half of the 36 · ~tment centers in ·our sample only treat opiate 
addiction . (hereinafter referred to as methadone clinics). We examine whetber 
nearby real estate is more· affected by inethadone clinics specifically. 

Results· 

~5el#rie ~ ~vlts · 

.· 'lb.e baseline OLS resUlts provide evidence that ·nearby treatment centers. adverselY 

. impact surrounding home values, but have little i{any impact on proPerty liquidity. 
Estimating ~nations (1) and (2), Exhibit 2 shows that tbis _adverse effect is not 
qualitatively sensitive 10 the choice of the definition of "nearby." Column 1 shows 
that the presence of a rehab center within 0.12$. (1/8) . miles is associated with 
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:Exhibit_ 2 I EffeCt cia Near~ Rehab Center on o Home's Price ond Uquidity: Baseline OLS ReSUI1s 

~Variable: ~sa. Pticel Dependent~: In(~ On-~ 

(1) l2i (3) (4) (51 (6). -
Rdaob'Cemer :S 0.125Mile -o.079~·· ;__0,0513 

(-1.97) (-0.28) 

RehclJ eemer·:S; ·o.1s Mile -0.0623"" . 0.1101 
(-2~20j . {0.76) 

Rellab Center !S 0. J 75 Mile -0.0517"" 0.1l90 
(-2.49) (1.10) 

. In(~ ol Home) -0.()6.(9""* -0.0649""" -0.0649··· 0.0213""" 0 .0213""" 0.0213*•• 
(-19.07J (- 19.07) .. [-19.08) (2]1) (2.711 (2Jl}-

~ 0.0206··· 0.0206°" o.o~··· 0.0203··· o.o203••• 0.0203°00 

(13.39) {13.39) . (13.39) (4.47) . (4.46) (4.46) 

Sq. Ff. o.ooos-•· o.oooa··· o.oooJ••• -0.0000 - - 0.0000 -0.0000 .. (15.38) ·. 11.5.3'8) . (15.38) (-~.501 l-0.50) - (-0.50) 
o . IJethooms -().007!! -0.9075 -0.0075 . 0.0:441"" .. 0.04-41°00

• o.044t••• 
~ 

Vt 
~ 

10 f-0.99) (-0.99J (-Q.99) (5.06) (5.07) . (5.06) z 
"' 0 

Boi!rooms 0.0390"- 0.0390-· o.oaw·· ---0.0517"" - 0.0517""" -0.0517""" 
.. -(6.30) (6.30) (6.30) (-5.341 (-:-5.3.4) (- 5.33) ::1 

F~: -0.1691""* - 0.169t ••• -0.1691··· -0--3936 ... -:-0.393&•·· -0.3939"0 a: 
(-20.60) (- 20.60} (-15.90) - (-15.9.3)-

... 
(-29.60} (-15.91) • Nurn,_. oF LewJs - 0.0055 -O.ooS5 -0.0055 0.041~· 0.0418°00 Q.0418"00 a .. ·.z (-1.171 . (- 1.17) (-1.17} (.4.93) (4.93} . . (4.93)· ,.._ 

•· ':< . Fool 0.0334··· 0,0334··· 0.0334··· 0.0060 · 0.0060 0.0060 a ... 
(3.61} (3.61) (3.60) (O. l8) (0. ~at (0.18) 

.. 
a.. 

I 
0.041&··· 

.. . 
Btnenrent . 0.0418 ... 0.9418" .. 0.0045 0.0046 0.0040 ~ 

N 
0 (3.15} _(3.15) (3.15) (0.23) [0.2ll . (0.231 .... .... ... Ul 
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. . . . ·bhlbit 2 1 (eantinuedf · 
Effect of ~ Nearby Rehab Center on a .Home's Price and Uqurdny: ~ine OIS Results . . . . . . . 

Dapindant Variable: ~Safe Price) . . . , •' 
Depe~ Variable: MQoP on.~ 

[1) (2). (3) f-4) ' {SJ : 16) 

Short Sola -0.0935* .. -0.0935""" -o.09as••• 0.37/s-·· o.377s··~· · 0.3775" .. 
l-12.68) (-12~68) (~12.67} (i8.o7) (l$.08) (hl.07) 

Tenont -0.()8)5°00 -0.0815""" .-0.0815""• o.un- 0.:2-t79"- 0.2.479"'-
(-lO.iOI. [-10.10) . (-10.10) (1i.82) (l L81) (1 _1.81) .. 

\ixont .,-0.0279""* - 0.0279 ... -o.0279--- . 0.1.207* .. 0.1207**• O.J.2Qr•• 
(..:.6.56) (-6.~} (-6.57) (7.~) (7..43) (7A3} 

Taxes($} 0.0001*** . 0.0001" ... 0.0001"" :-O.QOO() -0.0000 _.o_opoo 
(6.81} (6.8l) (6.81) (-1.~) (-1.23)· . ,_, _~,. 

HOAFee 0.0715°00 0:0715" .. 0.0715""" ' -0.0690* .. ...:o.0691" .. --0.0690*"" 
17.11) (7.11) 

. . 
(7.11} . (~3 .. 26) . 1- 3.26) . '. (-3.26) . 

/ntDayson~ o.ooo:f 0.0003'·· O.OQ03 
~0.2it .~~-21) (0.21) . . 

: . /nfl.W Pricef 0.6486 ... . o.6.W"~ 0.648r·~ 
(9.34) ' 1_9;34) . (9.34) 

Constant 11.4723 ..... 11.Q23••• 11.6581 -5~213·~· -5.6222°" -5.6~ .. 
(l~ .71) (_~71 .!(>} '• (0.07) (-6.69) (-:-~69f (-6.69) ' 

LocOtion ·Contrcl~ fZIP Code} I I I ./ I ./ 
. Yeor lix!d Elfeds . . . .·-/. I I I I ./ 

. Naies: ·nu. table p~ ~Of~ as mcxW~ Showing ·th_a·.irad.of a MarbY {i.~ .• within 0.1 is mi~; 0.15 mile, and 0.175 mile! ~b facility Or! a 
·.:P!"oPeitfs ~~-{!~. ~- ~nleo,;.~·(errors dti!lered by Z!P Code}. t-~licscn in parentheSes: Th8 ril.i* ofobservaliOn in eolunuis ~-3· ;, 117,187; the 

nUmber of ~.on in ·i:;z,luirwJs ~ is 206,420. ' . ·. . ' " . . . 
~~tai.ihe.lD'i lovei. · > ... 
"sii;llflcDit ¥the 5% ·kWel. . · · 
.. !"SisJ'!i~ at the 1~ .!eYe!. . . . . . . 

·' 

··. . . . . : . : 
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approximately an 8% reduction in home values. The corresponding impact . on 
time on market is not statistically significant at . any conventional level, providing 
initial evidence that the externality is primarily capitalized into bo1;11e prices,.rather 
than liquidity. Indeed, columns 2 and 3 show tbat homes sold for approXimately 
6% or 5% 'less if thc:y were located within 0.15 miles or 0.175 miles of a .reruw 
center, res~tively. While ·qualitatively similar, these coefficjent es~tes also 
provide some . evidence that the externality· may· be diminishing in distance; as 
additional, further properties are included· in the latter estimates. The regressions 
tabulated.in columns 5 and 6 tell approximately the same story as colimm4,' in 
.that there is little evidence that rehab centers have a statistically signifiCant impact . 
on a home's liquidity. · 

The real estate literature has not adopted a single way to control for spatial 
heterogeneity. In ~xhibit 3 we examine a· few common alternatives to controlling 
for location. The initial estimates in Exhibit 2 use ZIP Codes to control for spatial 
heterogeneity. In Exhibit 3, we use census tract fixed effects (columns 1 and 4), 
block group fixed effect (columns 2 an.d ·5), and block fixed effects (columns 3 
and 6). · .Census tracts, according to tbe U.S. Census, are -"small, relatively 
permanent statistical subdivisions of a county ... . designed to be homogenous With 
respect to population characteristicS, economic status, and liying co~tions." 14 

Census block groups are subsets of census tracts; and. blocks are further subsets 
of block groups. One can think of these as different measures of "neigbbomoods,'' 
broadly to . .more narrowly defined. The. re8ults from the price regreSsions in· E;Utibit 
3 are consistent with Exhibit 2, falling within a fraction of a percentage point of 
one another, with an effect of approximately 7;2% to 7.9% . . Columns. 4-6 iii 
Exhibit 3 also show that substance abuse treatment centers are· not associated With 
a statistic8lly. significant impact .on nearby property liquidity. Overall, it is clear 
that the estimates Qf the effect of. a substance· abuse treatinent center on nearby 
real estate is not particularly sensiti. ve to. the choice of location controls, providing 
evidence· that the external effect of substance abuse treatment centers is robust 

Slmultaneolls Equation Results 
When P.rice and time on market are modeled within a simultaneous 3SLS .system 
of equations, the estiinated effect of a nearby substance abuse treatment center on 
home price ~d liquidity are similar to the OLS result~, · finding that nearby 
substance abuse treatment centers are ~sociatedwith an appro:xllnately 8% drop 
in home values (within l/8 mile). Column 1 in Exhibit 4 displays this result Like 
the initial· OLS results, the 3SLS esti.niations also show that substance ·abuse 
treatment-Centers have little impact on nearby property. liquidity, as the extemaHty 
appears to be capitalized into · price exclusively. Exhibit 4 provides additional . 

. . evidence. that the external· impact of substance abuse treatment centers is robust 
to m~tiple modeling approaches that are common in empirical real estate studies. 

·Exhibit 4 . also provides evidence that not all sUbstance· abuse treatment centers ·· 
may be ·.perceived by nearby residents as presenting equal .riSk. It.is .possible t1uit' 
methadone .clinics have a greater NIM~Y sentiment from the broader commlinity: 
We test this p.;:opositioJLJ empirically by exclusively examinh1g tba effect of 
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~xhlblt 3 I Effed. of a Nearby Rehab Center on a Home's Price and Liquidity with Different Locotion Controls 
... .. 

Dep8ndent Variable: ~Sale PriCe) · ~dent Variable: 61(Days on Market} · 
,.. 
·a 
:Ill 

. (1} (2) (3): (4) tSJ (6) Q ,.. 
R.hab Cerrilar ~ rIB Mite ·. -o.ono·• -0.078,.... -0.0744"" -0.0695 -O.D919 -0.0520 

,. 
• (-2.01) . (.:...2.16) F·2.25) l-0.411 (-0.55~ . . 'l-0:32). • &11Aee of Horne) ~.0683"" -0'.0668""" -o.o65o•" 0.0066 -O.otll . -!lOll OM . 0 

(-36.51) ("'739:52) (--'Et-49} to.sn t-1.50) C-2.391. -cs 
Acmlge 0.020(r•• 0.0.2()9M" 0.0201°00 o.oon-·· 0.0589""" . 0.05;;2"··· ""' .. 

(17.12) (20.28) (24.52) :19.82). (12.251 (21.18} . a 
Sq. Ft. 0.0002""" 0.0002"'" o.oo62·- 0.~· 0.0001~ 0.0001"""·. " Q. 

(14.20) . (13.45) [14.30) ('1.96) (4.91) (7.83) IE 
Becl~s 0.0004 0.()938 O.OOAO :o.o356••• ' 0.01.48 0.02()2-•• " (O.OS} (0.71) (1.12) (3.56) (1 .34J (2.81) :I 

: 
~lhrooms 0.040.4··· 0.039.(••• 0.0383'""" -0.049~·· - 0.0441""". -o.Q.463••• Q 

::s 
. (7.091 17.~) (7.96) (-5.08) (:-ioO) (-5.91) a. 

·.~ - 0.1546"". ~q.1.482""" -0.1.401···· ·-0 • .4062°00 -o.425a••• -o.~·· 
(-24.91) 1-2?4~~ . (-32.23) .. t-1.9.06) l-:18.¥) . {-21.16j 

. Numh.r: oF,_,_ -0.0032 ~0.0012 0.()(;)22 . 0.0202"~ -'0.0078 : 0.0010 
(:-1.08) . (•O.A6J .· ·. (0.96) . !2.65) . (-0~7Bi · '.(~.~61 

:Pool ·o.0355••• o.o333""~ . 0.0289'"·· 0.0126 0.0159 . . il6219 
[.4.99) (5.691 . {8.30) (0.43),' . (O.A8) , . . (1.07) ·. 

Basement 0.023t••• 0.0193··· 0.0152··· " 0.0400" •• . 0.1021 ... o.os~··~ . 
(3.52) f3.89) .. (.t.BBI (2.77} . 1?.031 . (8.~.1 

· Shfir!Sa!e 
.. 

. -0.0822"-. -0.0818* ... -0.0817"· 0.353t••• 0.3422-"" o.J.41<r•• 
. l-14.381 . (-1-4.82) (-14.83}. (18:521 (17.81) . n.~-~~ . .. . . 

Tenant -0.0729'"00 " -0.0721·~· -0.0702·- 0.2570··· 0 .2966-· . 0.288:r•• 
F-14.281 !:-16.27} .. (-18.31} (13.10) (14.021 us.sn · 

., 
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. Exh l.bit 3 I (conHnued) 

Effect of a NeOrby Rehab Center on a Homes ·PriCe ond liquidity with Different locallon Controls 

Dependent Variable: .ln(Sol. Price) ·Dependent Variable: /n(Dors on Markell 

(1) (2) (3) (4)" (5} (6} 
-:- -
Vaamf . -o.o~·· -o.0326·•· -o.~·· 0.117t-· . 0.1393"'·~ · 0.1301* .. 

(-9.74} (-12.22) . (-20.51) (7.81) (8.97) (12.79) 

Taxes($) o.oocn··· o.ooo,-· 0.0001""* -0.0001u -'-O.OOOt••• - o.ooo1-· 
(10..40) (10..4,5) (13.13t 1-2.17) [-3.20) (-6.69) 

HOA Fee$ o:0660··· 0.0681*'"" 0.0635""" -0.0847" .. -o:tt36••• -o.ll«Xr .. 
(9.93) (11.85) . (16.69) (-4..25) (-5.04} (-8.49) 

/r;{'rm" on ~el) 0.0014* 0.0016" 0.001s-•• 
(1 .67) (2..40) (2.79t 

ln{UstPrlce) 0.5101"*" 0.2620 .... . o.mt··· 
(11.71) · (5.67) '• (11 .74} . . 

Commt. 11.4958··· · 11...U~* 11.5281~·· -4..1742**" -1.1906•• -1.6416··· 
(156..44) . (269.801_ . (259JJi) . (-7.6.4) (-2.12} · (- 4..76) 

Looation :eontrol, ~~ rroc:~sJ ./ I 
. ~~ cimoi; (Biocb Grollp) ./ I 

l.ocOtion ConiroJs·(Biocll$) ./ .I 
Year Fbeed Effecti J I J I ./ I 

N~ This ~ble presents ~Its· of hedonic OI.S models showing the dact of a nearby (i.e. withWI 0 .125 mile) rehab fot:i1itY on a properly's sale price cn::l time on . 
rnarltet, wf)~ oomotm9 fOr different spatial/~ Rxed effecb.. Erlors are dustered by .sPaliol area in ecich regression respediwlly. T-skitistics <1A1 in porenlheses .. The 
nmrber of ~n in columt,, 1-:-3 is J 16,663; the number of abseNaliOn in coluims 4-6 is 205,281 : . . 
".Si ificant at lhe l o% ~. . .·· . . . . . 

.. gn . . . 
: •• Signifi~ aflhe 5'l. kwel.: · 
~ ... ~Ra:i~atthe ·~~. 

.. .. 
z 

·0 .. -:::1 
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Exhibit 4 I_Effect of a Nearby Rehab ond,Methadone treatnient Cen~.o~- a Home~ 'Pric:e and 
Uquidlly 

~ Dependent Dependent . Dependent 
Variable:· Variable: · Variable: Variable: 
mtSde Pri(e) ' /n(Dafs on.~ .ln(Sal, Price) . · In{~ otl'MarteJ) 

.(1) (2) (3) ' (4) 

' Rebab Cem(,r' s .l/8 Mile -o.077'~ -0.009 ' 
1-2.44) (-0.04) 

Meth. cMt.r ;s· 11 s MAe -:-0.174•· ().192 
(-2.35) (0.33) 

In{Ase oF Hcm-1 . -o.06J••• 0.125 ... -o.~·· 0.1_25··· 
H1B.93) (10.89)' (..:..11'8.921 (10.86) 

·Acreag. 0.019··· o.o26••• 0.01r.• 0.027••• 
' (42.37) (5.22) (42.38) (~.24) ' 

Sq. Ft. ' 0.000"·· -o.ooo••• 0.000"•• -0.000 ... 
(232.99) {-7.14) (233_.00) (-7.10} 

Bednxims -o.02J••• 0.093 ... :-o:o23••• · ;. ' 0.093··· 
(-23.53) ' 11 1.70) F23.52) · (1 1:69) 

Ba1htooms 0.()24••• -0.0.54··· o.ou••• -0.05J:U• 
(22.80) (-5.75) (~2.80) ' (-5.73) . 

Forer:lolure -0.153"" -0.025 . ·-o.lsJ••• ' -0.026 
l-36.51:) . (-0.621' (-36.60} . l-0.64) 

Number of Lewis - 0.018 ... o.orr··. -o.018 ... · o.o77••• 
(-18.27) (9.51) f-18.21) (9.51) 

Pool 0.027··~ -0.038*• 0.027 ... -o.o3s••. 
(11.63) (-2.04} . (H.62)· .F-2.oJl 

Basement 0.039*00 -:-0.06~·· 0.039" •• ·-o.961_···· 
(24.13) . (-4.-68) (24.13) 1--4.67} 

Short Sale -0.115 ... 0.529* ••. -0.115"". o.s2a••• 
H2.0.08) (11.42) l-20.07) (11.41) 

Tenant . - o.oao••• o.o7a•• --o.oao··•· -.0.078~· 
(-21.18) : . (2...46) (-21.19) (US) 

~ ·· -0.041""" 0.2A()••• -0.~1··· .o.u~·· 
1-34.67} (22.441 (~34.66) (22.421 .· . 

bee. I$) o.ooo- . o.ooe>- o.ocxr .. 0.~ 
(91.96) (1.~2} (9f.95) (1.861 

HOAF .. : '0.059 ... -.o.f176~·· 0.059'·· .-0.076••• 
(4t51} (-5.07} .(At.50)_ . . (.-5.05) 

· fnl7ime.·on ~ · o.o&r·· .· o.oscr•· 
.. ~.52) (45..45) ' 

I~Soie Price). 1.~-- 1.248 ... 
(7.48) ' (7..44) 
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E~hlb.lt 41 (continued) 

. . Effect of a Nearby Rehab and ·/\1\ethodone Treatment Cenfe!" on a Home's Price and Uquidity 

Dependent Dependent Dependent Dependent · 
Variable: Variable: · Variable: Variable: 
~Sale Price) · ln(~·on .Markel) 1~5¢e Prke) ln{Doys on ~el) 

{11 (2J" (3) (4) . ' 
Listing Demity 0.000 ... o.ooo••• 

(21.93) (21.95) 

Competition o.ooo··· o.ooo••• 
. (21 • .48) {21.50) 

l.oc:alion Contnds I . ./ / ./ 
Year Fu.d Effech ./ I ./ I 

Noles: This table presents the r'e$ults oF hmnic 3SIS modals shcwiniJ the effect of a nearby {i.l!l., wilhln 
0.125 mile) rehab focilily, ~ a ruhab (ocility that treob methadone adclcfion specificclly, on a property's . 
··sale price ond time. on maibt; CCflllant omitlad here ftlr brevity. Z-11atistics are "in pcnnhlses. 1118 number 
of obseMIIions ~ mi~MT~ns 1-.4 is 110,361. . · 
•signilicont at the 100:. MI. 
••significont at !he 5% lvvel. 
••• Signt'ficant at the 1% level . 

. methadone clinics. Columns 3 and 4 in EXhibit 4 display the.results. of the same 
3SLS estimfttions as .columns 1 and 2, but confining .the treatment variable ·to a 
dummy variable that equals one if the home is within 0.125 mile of a methadone 
clinic. The coefficient estimates" in Exhibit 4 indicate that homes within ·o.125. 
mil~s of a methadone clinic sell for. appf()ximatety a 17% -discount relative to 
homes that are .located· further away, holding other factors ·constant. There Is "little 
evidence, however, that these clinics affect nearby ho~e liquidity. Overall,. EXhibit 
4 provides evidence that the .market differentiates ~ong .. risks .ge~~ted by "these 

· potential externalities, and the tre8.tment centers. that may be perceiveQ as having 
a higber.risk· to their neighbors have ·a much greater impact on the surrounding 
real estate market · · 

As a robustness ·check, in Exhibit 5 we explore the extent to which the control 
groups mau:er. finding· results genetally consistent with those in Exhibit 4. A 
critique · of .hedonic··models for estimating· any exremaliiy might .be that the 
interpretation Qf the dummy variable. ·essentially ·defines :·the control -group ·as 
. ho~ not located· near (within 0.125 miles) tlle ·potentiiil·extemality; pefimng the 
contr61 .group in this· way ·may pre8ent· sc;>me· unobserved ·s~ heterogeneity 
issnes; To address this issu~ in. Exhibits 5 arid 6 we estimate the· ~e regre&ilions 
as . EXhibit· -4.,. but ·confine the · sample to homes that. are. located within 1.5 · miles. 
1 mile; and · 0.6 miles of a rehab facility respectively. The. results are coilsistent 
·with the · initial 3SLS estimates in Exhibit 4, .and by · extension, · the initial OLS 
·estimates .iri. Exhibits 2 and 3. Both exhibits show -~~t homes n~ substance abuse 
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Rehab Cenler' :!,; 1 I 8 Mikt 

In(~ of Home) 

Aaeage 

Sq. Ft. 

'8er/rooms 

-~-
.. 

FOreciosure 

Number Of~ 

Pool 

-· ': . 

. . ~ .: .. ~.-
.· .. 

. . 
Exhibit 5 I ~of a Nearby Rehab Fcx:ility ~ a Home's Sole Price and bays on M:nket · 

~t Qependent olpendent 'Dependent Dependent . ~ 
\tJricmle:. Variable: Variable: Variable: Vcwiable: Variable~ 

~Sale Aic:et ~Da)'JonMaW ~Sc*Pri<:el ~Otlys on MarlcaJ 6!(Sal. Priarl : . -~~ on MorlaJ. 
· Wilhln J :5 Milei ol a Rehab Fac:rtity. . . . Wilhln 1 Mile of a Ret.ab Fcdity Within 0.6 Miles of a -Rehab Faci~!y 

. . (la) ,'llbl (2cd (2b) (3a) ' . ~ (3b) .. 

-0.076"* -o.oo8 · -o.oTr· · . '-0.083 -0.075*" -0.331 
(-2JA) ' ,:..:.0.03) 1-242) (-0.~· . l-227) .' F-1.341 
-o.Q63••• 0.133~~ -9.059*- 0.060 · -o.063 ... -o.i02 

(-J0.75) (3.60) (-20.19) ' (1.34) 1-12..40) (1.60) 
0.022 ... 0.017 _0.020•*• 0.0~ 0.028"** O.o15 

(12.14) (0.91) j7.61) (1.85) (5.83) (0.35) 

0.000'"* -0.()()0*" O.OCO"•• -0.000 0.00()"• · -0.000 
_(57.61) j.-:2.~1) _ -. (.42.39) (~.S9) (25..45) ' (-·1.08) -

-o.o23•• ·6. J23••• -0.025*" . 0.144*~ -(].026··· _0.211"*'!'-
-,..:.5.92j -

' (4.3_0t' ..• 1:--4.~) ' (3.42) (-2.96) . (3.~1) . 

·. : 0.028··· :.:..oma .0.018*•• ; . . . 0.040 . . . . 0.027*** . . . .:-0.048 . 
._-; (6:~9J _(...:o:stJ · (2.88) . (0.8.1) . (2.58) -- 1-0.60) 
_·-o.147 ... - 0.014 -Q.171"" · ~o.i95 -Q.188"* :_:o.6ia•· .. 
(-9.84) (0.11) . f-7.62) .- (_;_1 .p0) (~.il93) . - - ~~~11) 
:...o.ms .. 0.079**" ...:.0.021"** 0.046 -oms•• 0.110' . 

l-6.57)' (2.64) (-3.81) . (1.05) (-1.99} ·(--1.64) 

0.021:.• 0.034 0.016 -0.103 0 .027 . -0.134 
(2.17l f0.4s)_ (1.16) 1-:-0.97) 11.12} (-=-0.77(-
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Ex_hlblt 5 I (continued} 

Effect of o Nearby Rehob F~ility on ~ Home's Sale Price ond Days on /lhllket 

Dependant Deplindent Dependent D,pendent 
VorUM: Variable: ' Variable: Variable: 
ln(Sole A-ice) ~Da}IS on .Mcna) ln(Sale PriceJ -"'i~JcJyJ on Market} 

Wllhin t .s .Ytiles « a Rehab. Fticility w~ 1 Mie of a Rehab f~~ty . 

(lg) (lb) (2o) {2b) 

0.040'"" 0.004·. o.oJ..•«• 0.052 
(6.-Uj . (0.08) (3.71) ' (0.71} 

-o.Jn-•• 0.~· -0.106·- 0.315 
(-6.04} (2.56l (-;3.23) . (1.25) 
-0.099"·· 0.038 - 0.1 t4••• 0.018 
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:-<).166*•• - d.~ 
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·Z 
0.000 .... o.ooo•· 0 
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o.f179*•• -0.151 :II 
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Ex~lblt 6 !. EffeCt of a Nearby Rehab Fac:ility 1hot Treats Methadone Addiction 

~ oep .. dent Depandent' [)epel~ Dep8ndent . ' Dependent 
Variable: Variable: Vanable: Variable: . Variable: · Variable: 
~Sa(e .A;ce) ' hl!Doys 011 .Aitarltet) /n(Sa/e Price! /n(Dayi orl Markell ln(Sale Price} '/n(~ys 011 Morlceil 
Wllhin l.5 Miles of ~ Rehab Facilily Wllhin I Mile of a Refd, ,Focili1y Wllhin 0.~ Miles of a Relv:Jb Facifity 

(lo) : {l,b} ·. {2ol (2b) {Ja) (3b} 

. -0.169-•. 
.. 
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Exhibit 6 I {continued] 

Effect of a Nea~b>,; R~b Facility that Treats Melhodone AddiCtion 

08penclent 
Varicmle:" 
~stiS Price! 

~· · ·Voriable: · 
tn(Days_~ M~ 

Within 1.5 Mile5 of ~ Rehab Facility 

(la) (1_b) . 

.; 

./ 
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.· 1 

o.ooo•~· 
(8.861" 

Dependent 
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~Sale· l'ricel 
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Val'ial:ll« 
lnl% on Markell . . . . 

· Within 1 Mile cl a Rehab J':oc~itY 

(2o) !2t;ll 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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Variable: . 
ln{Sale ttke) 

./ 

I 

-~ 
. Variable: 
. /n(Days on~-

(3b) 

o.ooo••• 
(5:89) 

I 
j 

Notes: This table presen~ 3SI.S ;.. ci ~mullmeou~ eslii\Uion of "the ~ ~ a nearby lllhab fadlily !hat 1reats melhadone acfd'.aian on o ha:ne's selling prioa and· 
li;"i<fity itime on mcirlut), c:hcinging. iui ~e to vi:lry the a>ntrof grouj]s.by smaller radii from a rehab cent8r. Z.slalistica ora in port~~dheses. The ~Unber of 
d ls.!!::"dion$ iri c:O/Urnr. J is 7";711; 1he nuinber of ~ in · column 2 is 3,589; ·the nunilei- Of obs81"'10tion5 in coklmn 3 is 1 ,324. · · 
·s· ific:arit"at the 10% ~- · · 
··~ ~-tbe si; MI. 
···~ntatthe 1%~. 
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treatment centers are ·still negatively imp~. and~- approximately th~- same
magnitudes. Indeed; the last_two -~olUlllll8 are paqiculai'ly striking. Given .that this 
is .already a "within neighborhood" . estimation,· by_ cOntrolliilg for location. the 
fact that the substance abuse treatment center. result is. robust wheri the control · 
group is ·reduced to l mile _. -and 0.6 . miles indicates that unobserved . spatial 
heterogeneity. is not iikely driving the. core ·results ·ofthis paper; More intuitively •.. 
-this provides stiong evidence· that the substance -abu9e ·treatment ·center._ eff~ is 
not simply a "bad part of. town dfect," in tbat.we are ·~mparinJr"apples with _ 
apples" across ·the dimensiQn __ of .. loc8.tioJ1; and, the. principle_ char~teristic 
distinguishing the variation in _priees in .these -&re!IS is_ the pre'sepce Qf.a nearby, 
subs~ abuse treatment center. Ba.Sed ·on these results, w~ -~ot conclude that 
there· is a robast impact on property liquidity, bUt there appears tO be a robust 
negative relationship between th~ -presence of a substance abuse treatment center 
and nearby Jw.me values. - · 

Conclusion 
In this-study,· we find evidence that residential subStance -abuse treatmtmf centers 
adversely impact the price of neighborfug homes. We find. that homes within 1(8 
mile of a· treatment center sell for ·· approximately ~%- less than otherwise 
comparable . homes that are located further· away. -Furtherniore. we find that the 
mark.e~ differentiates between potential · risks · ~t -:~Y tn}atrnent. centers may 
carry, as living near a methadone clinic that.treats-opiate addictiOns such as heroin 
or morphine may ·be associated with_-a :reduction· in home Values by as much as 
17% •. We find little ·evidence that nearby trea!nient centers affect a.home's time 
on .market. .. · 

Examming this· particular externality_,· is_ ·important to the broader literature on 
neighborllood externalities and. ~~onine~t~r faCtors, . :as. well as ttie specific . · 
litera~e on,the ··issue· of residen~al- ~tment .centers. The ·PPACA _has _expanded ·.· 

. MH/ SUD. coverage.. and made intensive . tr'!batment. options . affordable, and as a 
reSult.' de~- for:effective· substaqce.abuse .treatment.is': increaSing. Operating a 
treat.rDent center is· a growing. jndu8tcy_ ·-and· it is= ·re&Sonable to · ass~e that new 
centerS will :be -built nationally, many of .which will be sited near or within 
residential commuriities. Indeed, th~ is vecy little that ·individuals and _localities 

. can do tO prohibit a substance al;lu8e.:ti:eatment ceqter fro~1·loc8ting in_a residential · 
area because alcohol and_ dru.g ·addiCtion :is ~~idei'ed t<fhe · ~ h~dicaP :~nd thus 
8lcoholic/addicts·in recovery are mem~ of-a-protected _class-Qilder_-tbe federal 

- ~ti..c]i~on.housing laws .. Henc;e,: as ..residenq.al treatment_centcrs ·become · 
· · more common, .it is important to· under.stand aii:tbefr e!fects~-including the effects

they JI1ayhaw on neatby real ·estate·.and how -~ts prlce·the potential risk of 
nCarby exiemalities. · · ·. · · · 

Eridnote.s 
1 For a m.tire compiete review on the .impact of enviro~tal ex.temalities, see Boyle and . 

IGel (2001). . . . . . 
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2 Consistent with other real estate studies, we culled outliers from our.data set:. confuting 
·our data to more "typical" range of homes listed at less than $1,000,000, fewec than 
·1 0 bedrooins, fewer than 16 acres (99% ·of Observations), property taxes paid that were 
lesS $10,000 . (99% of observations), and younger than 150 years old (99% of 
observations). For our other dependent variaPle of interest, time on market, we .similarly 
trinl the 1% extremes. Generally, . the findings . are not sensitive to dropping these 
~atiohs. Further, important to disclose how · our data · has · been trini.med .for. 
traosi>arency and ieplicability. As an .additional quality cbCck. a sample of the MI..s data 
was compared to county tax records, which contain data on price and housing 
chatacteristics. · · 

3 There were approximately 153, .96, :and 60 properties listed within 0.175 miles, 0.15 
miles. and 0.125 miles of a rehab treatment Cacility respectively, over the time period 
of ouc study. Given the very rece_nt and projected growth of rehab centets·nationaJly, · 
future research will be able to ·take ad~antage of additional homes (data points) being 
bought and sold near rehab facilities. 

• The choice of this radius does not fundamentally. alter the qualitative conclusions of this 
study. The definition of one's "backyard .. is somewhat ambiguous, and may differ 
depending on.an individual's perception.- Some externality studies use.O.l mile, 0.2 mile, 
or 0.3 mile as a radius to examine a given externality. While similar results ·are obtained 
looking at bands slightly larger and slightly smaller, we follow Congdon-Hob man (20 13) 
and ·use 1/8· mile in most of our tabulated regression results. An. easy way to. think .of 
0.125 miles, 0.15 miles, and 0.175 iniles is that these at'e.2.5 minute, 3 minote, and 3.5 
minute walks: respectively (assuming a. pace of 3 miles per hour). 

5 . Fer recent examples of amenity or disamenity studieS of externality effectS, see Asabere 
and Huffman (1991), Gibbons (2004), Unden and Rockoff (2008), POpe (2008), Rossi: 
Hansberg, Sarte, and Oweris (2010), .Campbell, Giglio, and Pathek (2011), Hoen, Wrser, 
Cappers, Thayer, and Sethi (2011), Dancshvary, Clauretie, and Kader (2011), Grout, 
Iaeger, and. Plantinga (2011), . Daneshvary and Clauretie (2012), Congdon-Hohman 
(2013), ·GuigQ.et (2013), Linn (2013), Munneke~ Sirmans~ Slade, and Turnbull (2013), 
ancl"W~tland, Waller, aJ¥1 Bmstow·(2014). · · · · · 

' Recent examples include neighborhood foreclosure effects . (Harding, Rosenbiatt, and 
.. Yao, 2f)09; Lin, Rosenblatt. and · Yao, 2009; :Agarwal, Ambrose, · Cbomsisengpbet, and 
s~~. 20lQ). · 

7 Ku_minoff~ Parmeter, and Pope (20 1 0) survey 69 hedonic lltlldies ·and found that 80% 
rely on-linear, Semi-tog, or log-log functional form .. We have e~lo.re<I a o\lniber of non
linear functional fonns and our results remain robust. Rather than·repeat all of the above 
models· with various-non-linear explanatory variables, the authors will produce results 
of. alternative specifications upon request. . . · 

I For example, we use the following property speeitic variables: square. foQtage; age, 
acceage, number of bedrooms, bathrooms, number of sto~s, new, vacan~ HOA fees, 
whether it has a pool, a tenant; a bas~t:. and whether it is a short sale or foreclosure. 
We also include-year fixed effects to control for variation over time. 

9 Wb~ we explore different" location controls later, we will clllSter by lo~tlon ·(e.g., 
· censuS ·tract, block group, or block). · . 

10 For exllmple, see Yam arid Yang (1995), Knight (2002), arid Thin bull ·and Dombrow 
· (2006). . . . 

11 Spedfi.Cally, both our paper and Zabirovic-Herbert and.Tumbull (2008) ~ C in 
the following way: '.'Tiie days-on-market or selling time is s(i) - 1{f} + 1. where l(i) 
an~ s(f) are the listing date and sales date for house >i. Denoting" we listing date and . 

JOSRE Vol. 6j ·No. 1-2014 
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sales date for house j by l(J) and 1(j), the ·o"erlaPPms tilDe on the marlcetfor·these two 
houses is niin[s{i). s(j)] . - max[l(z), l(j)]. The straight.;line distance in. miles between 
ho~ i and j is D(i, j). The mea.Sured competition fOI' house i is: C(i) = · I 1 (1 - D(i, 

. j))2{min[s(i), &(j)] :._ max[l(i), i(j)]} where the sunuriation is taken over all competing 
houses j, tbat is, houses for sale '.\vithin one· mile and 20%' larger oi' smaller in living 
area Qf house r• (Zahlrovic*Herbert·and Turilbull, 2008). · ·. .:· · · · 

11 At tbe suggestion of a .mviewer, w~ aiso· identify the systetn by using dit'fUe:nt control· 
. variables. A simple way to do thiS is to use different location controls. We use ZJP·Code 
fi.x.ed effects in the price equation, and census tract. fixCd,·effedS in the time on market· 
equation. Generally, the resultS are not very sensiti~ tO which location controlS are used 
in each equation. Fu11her. Ule results. are similar when we~ tbt Turnbull and Dombrow 
· (2006) method 81oe to identify the system. · · . · . · . · · · 

13 According to Belaley (1988), when there are stroog:inllen'elafions among ~terms, 
3SLS is U6ed instead of 2SLS . in .estlmadng systems of equations because it ia more 
efficient. Spccifi.cally, one would .. expect un<?bservables that contribute to error ·.in 
estimating price to be_ also correlated !he enor in liquidity. 

14 See www.census.gov .for more de~il. specifically: bitp:J/www.ceDBus.gov/geo/www/ 
cob/tr _ metadata.btml4#gad. · 
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64 Peg Shop Road 
ZBA 17-18 

Petitioner requests a Variance 
from the 50 foot front setback to 
45 feet per Section 102-791 of 

the Zoning Ordinance. 
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NOTICE OF HEARING 

ZBA 17-18 

A meeting of the Zoning Board of Adjustment will be held on Monday, November 6, 
2017 at 6:30PM in the City Hall Committee Room, 2nd floor, 3 Washington St, Keene, 
New Hampshire to consider the petition of Henry and Carol Spindler of 64 Peg Shop Rd., 
requests a Variance for property located at 64 Peg Shop Rd., Tax Map Parcel #908·19-
029, which is in the Rural District and owned by the Petitioners. The Petitioners requests 
a Variance from 50 foot front setback to 45 feet per Section 102-791 of the Zoning 
Ordinance. 

ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 

Corinne Marcou, erk 
Notice Issuance Date: October 26, 2017 

City of Keene • 3 Wa~hington Street • Keene. NH • 03431 • www.ci.keene.nh.us 

Working Toward a Sustainable Communi~ 
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APPLICATION FOR APPEAL 

Zoning Board of Adjustment 
3 Washington Street, Fourth Floor 
Keene, New Hampshire 03431 
Phone: (603) 352-5440 

The undersigned hereby applies to the City of Keene Zoning Board of Adjustment for an Appeal in 
accordance with provisions ofthe New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated 674:33. 

TYPE OF APPEAL- MARK AS MANY AS NECESSARY 
0 APPEAL OF AN ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION 
0 APPLICATION FOR CHANGE OF A NONCONFORMING USE 
0 APPLICATION FOR ENLARGEMENT OF A NONCONFORMING USE 
0 APPLICATION FOR A SPECIAL EXCEPTION 
('!) APPLICATION FOR A VARIANCE 
0 APPLICATION FOR AN EQUITABLE WAIVER OF DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

SECTION I- GENERAL INFORMATION 

Name(s) of Applicant(s) Wendy Pelletier, Cardinal Surveying & Land Planning Phone: _4_99_-_61_5_1 __ _ 

Address 463 Washington Street, Keene 

Name(s) ofOwner(s) Henry & Carol Spindler 

Address 64 Peg Shop Road , Keene 

Locationof Property_S_a_m_e ________________________________________________ __ 

SECTION II- LOT CHARACTERISTICS 

Tax Map Parcel Number 908-19-029-0000 Zoning District _R_u_ra_l ______________ _ 

Lot Dimensions: Front 384+- Rear see plan Side Side 
--------- ----------

Lot Area: Acres _2_6_+-___ ________ ___ __ Square Feet------------------

%of Lot Covered by Structures (buildings, garages, pools, decks, etc.): Existing .5% Proposed _.5_o/c_o _ __ 

%of Impervious Coverage (structures plus driveways and/or parking areas, etc.): Existing .5% Proposed .5% 

Present Use Residential w/accessory dwell ing 

Proposed Use _n_o~c_ha_n_g_e _ ___ _ _____ _________ _ _ _ _____ _ _ _ 

SECTION III - AFFIDAVIT 

.\ hereby certify that I am the owner or the authorized agent of the owner of the property upon which 
thi s appeal is sou ht a1~~1 ' thnt al rin ~o!·mation !Jro\·.idedl ' ) me is trlle under penalty o f law. 

']~1 L-. .4/ ~-~ --- ·-- · _ Date fL-: / 1~/1} __ .. 
(Signature of 0\\11er or Authorized Agent) 
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PRoPERTY ADDREss 64 Peg Shop Road 

APPLICATION FOR A VARIANCE 

• A Variance is requested from Section (s) _1_0_2_-_7_9_1 ___ of the Zoning Ordinance to permit: 

• Variance from 50' front setback to 45' 

DESCRIBE BRIEFLY YOUR RESPONSE TO EACH VARIANCE CRITERIA: 

1. Granting the variance would not be contrary to the public interest because: The proposed garage will be 
approximately 22' behind the existing accessory building that it will serve. The original structures 
on the lot date to 1778 and are situated very close to the road. The design and location of the 
garage will be in keeping with other structures on the lot and in the neighborhood. 

2. If the variance were granted, the spirit of the ordinance would be observed because: The rural character of 
the neighborhood will not be affected. There are several very old homes on this road that sit close to 
road. 

3. Granting the variance would do substantial justice because: Because of other structures and wetlands on 
the lot, th.ere is no other suitable location for the garage. Every effort has been made to preserve the 
physical features of the site and to adhere as closely as possible to the zoning orginance. 

4. If the variance were granted, the values of the surrounding properties would not be diminished 
because: The position and design of the proposed garage will be in keeping with the architecture 
of the existing buildings and rural character of the neighborhood. The garage will give extra 
storage for yard equipment and additional parking, therefore eliminating vehicles and equipment 
being stored outside. 

K:ZBA\Web_Forms\Variance_Apptication_20JO.doc 6/6/2017 
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PROPERTY ADDREss 64 Peg Shop Road 

APPLICATION FOR A VARIANCE 

• A Variance is requested from Section (s) 1 02-791 of the Zoning Ordinance to permit: 

DESCRIBE BRiEFLY YOUR RESPONSE TO EACH VARIANCE CRITERIA: 

1. Granting the variance would not be contrary to the public interest because: The proposed garage will be 
approximately 22' behind the existing accessory building that it will serve. The original structures 
on the lot date to 1778 and are situated very close to the road. The design and location of the 
garage will be in keeping with other structures on the lot and in the neighborhood. 

2. If the variance were granted, the spirit ofthe ordinance would be observed because: The rural character of 
the neighborhood will not be affected. There are several very old homes on this road that sit close to 
road. 

3. Granting the variance would do substantial justice because: Because of other structures and wetlands on 
the lot, there is no other suitable location for the garage. Every effort has been made to preserve the 
physical features of the site and to adhere as closely as possible to the zonjng orginance. 

4. If the variance were granted, the values ofthe surrounding properties would not be diminished 
because: The position and design ofthe proposed garage will be in keeping with the architecture 
of the existing buildings and rural character ofthe neighborhood. The garage will give extra 
storage for yard equipment and additional parking, therefore eliminating vehicles and equipment 
being stored outside. 

K:ZBA\Web_ Fonns\Variance_Application_2010 .doc 6/6/2017 
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5. Unnecessary Hardship 

A. Owing to special conditions of the property that distinguish it from other properties in the area, 
denial ofthe variance would result in unnecessary hardship because: 

and 

i. No fair and substantial relationship exists between the general public purposes of the 
ordinance provision and the specific application of that provision to the property because: 
The garage will be setback as far as possible, leaving existing vegetation surrounding it to 
screen it from the road. The character of the neighborhood will not be impacted by the 
placement of the garage. 

ii. The proposed use is a reasonable one because: Being that this is a rural area, detached out buildings 
to support the main dwelling are no unusual. 

B. Explain how, if the criteria in subparagraph (A) are not established, an unnecessary hardship will be 
deemed to exist if, and only if, owing to special conditions ofthe property that distinguish it from other 
properties in the area, the property cannot be reasonably used in strict conformance with the ordinance, 
and a variance is therefore necessary to enable a reasonable use of it. 

The existing buildings on the lot date back to 1778 and are located very close to the road. The lot has a 
lot of wetlands and ledge. Adhering to both the wetland buffer and the front setback leaves a very small 
area to place the garage which will house a vehicle and lawn equipment. 

K:ZBA\Web_Fonns\Variance_Application_20! 0.doc 6/6/20 17 
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